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CHAPTER 6
VERSE 46 TO 70
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Verse 46 :

He who meditates (upon the conditioned Brahman as identical with one's
self) reaches the world of Hiranyagarbha from which there is no return to
cyclic existence. Even then, too much exertion is involved to attain that
world. And liberation too is delayed. [Chapter 6 - Verse 46]
•

Apara Vidya 2 - Upasana, Superior karma with Superior instrument - Mind, Subtle
Instrument

•

Any mental activity is supposed to give higher rewards.

•

Max : Brahma Loka
Ritualist

Upasaka

Through Krishna Gathi goes to
Svarga

Through Shukla Gathi goes to
Svarga
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Gita :

The path of light and the path of darkness available for the world are both verily thought to be
eternal; by the one, the path of light, a man does not return and by the other, the path of
darkness, he returns again. [Chapter 8 – Verse 26]
•

Route - Ritualist takes and returns

•

Upasaka - Combines Karma and Upasana meditates on Bhagawan, goes to

Brahmaloka highest
•

Vishnu, Shiva, Brahma = Satyaloka highest

•

Brahma Loka = Wealth and sense pleasures highest.
198

Chandogyo Upanishad : Benefits of Brahma Loka :

in reply the teacher will say: ‘The body may decay due to old age, but the space within [i.e.,
brahmapura] never decays. Nor does it perish with the death of the body. This is the real
abode of Brahman. All our desires are concentrated in it. It is the Self—free from all sins as
well as from old age, death, bereavement, hunger, and thirst. It is the cause of love of Truth
and the cause of dedication to Truth. If a person strictly follows whatever the ruler of the
country commands, he may then get as a reward some land, or even an estate’. [8 - 1 - 5]
•

Benefits, Powers more

Uddhava Gita : by Default included in Brahma Loka

Wishing to enter another’s body, the Yogi should imagine himself there. Then leaving the Gross
body and betaking himself to the subtle body, he should pass through the external air, like a
bee. [Chapter 10 - Verse 23]
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•

Sense Pleasure possible and opportunity for Brahma Jnanam, with Blessings of
Brahmaji

•

He will enjoy Jeevan Mukti, for a Very long time.

•

Videha Mukti in Para Antha Kala with Brahmaji…
Upasaka has 2 fold Advantages

Sense Pleasure

Krama Mukti

a) Upasaka Brahma lokam Prapnoti :
•

He attains Brahma loka and enjoys extraordinary powers

b) Avrutti Varjitam :

•

It is a loka from which there is no, Punar Aavritti - No coming back

•

If he gains self knowledge - Possibility higher

c) Thathapi - Buyan Ayasaha :
•

Effort Required - Stupendous expert in Ashtanga Yoga, practice Ishvara Upasana
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Gita :

And whosoever, leaving the body, goes forth remembering Me alone, at the time of his death,
he attains My being; there is no doubt about this. [Chapter 8 – Verse 5]
•

Practice Upasana during Death

Gita :

Uttering the one syllabled Om the symbol of Brahman – and remembering Me, he who
departs, leaving the body, attains the Supreme Goal. [Chapter 8 – Verse 13]
•

Withdraw Prana to heart, send through Sukshma Nadi.
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•

Opening in Skull Brahmarendram, Sukshma Shariram Launched, at time of Death

•

For us, sitting is difficult… requires self control, mind control

•

Intense effort involved

d) Muktichasya Vilambate :

•

Compare one part of effort for Upasana and one Part for self knowledge

•

Self knowledge easier

Gita : Jnana Yoga Easy

This royal science, royal secret, the supreme purifier, realisable by direct intuitive knowledge,
according to the dharma, is very easy to perform and imperishable. [Chapter 9 – Verse 2]
•

Gain knowledge here

•

Upasana in Apara Difficult.
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Verse 47 :

Examining the nature of the world attained by actions and knowing that
liberation cannot be attained by actions, one becomes detached from
objects of enjoyment (here and hereafter) and resorts to a preceptor in
accordance with scriptural injunction with a view to attain the knowledge of
Brahman. [Chapter 6 - Verse 47]
•

Transition Mantra from Apara to Para Vidya.

Kurma Purana :
•

Chapter 1 - 12 - 269

Mundak Upanishad :

When the fire is kindled and the flames begin to move, let the sacrificer offer his oblations
(with faith) on the space between the two portions of the sacred fire where the ghi (clarified
butter) should be poured. [I – II – 2]
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Revision : Verse 47
Mundak Upanishad :

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire
freedom from all desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let
him, in order to obtain the knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands
and approach that preceptor alone who is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in
Brahman. [I – II – 12]
• Prose Mantra, here Anushtup Metre – Poetry
• Initially, Apara - Attractive, Jnanam - not attractive in Kali Yuga
• Understand Limitation of Apara Vidya
a) Karmajan, Upasanajan Lokan Parikshya :
• Go through Karma Phalam in form of Lokas, sense pleasures, wealth, body
Definition :
• Loka Lokyate Anubhuyate Iti Lokaha
• Whatever you experience is Loka
• Body, mind, world = Loka = Content of Prarabdha
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• All attained through Karma, Upasana through which I examine, Pariksha
• Is it worth spending entire life on Karma and Upasana - Crucial question
b) Karmani Mukti Asambhavat :
• Bhakti, Karma, Upasana can’t give moksha
Vishnu Sahasranamam - Question to Bhishmacharya :
• Kim Jnanam Jantuhu... Chanting which person gets liberation from Samsara?
Assumption :
• Chanting Vishnu Sahasranamam alone gives Liberation
Shankara Bashyam :
• Because of this Pramanam, many conclude Nama Smaranam, Parayanam is Mukti
Upaya
• Bhakti can’t give Mukti.

c) Iti Vitiriktaha :
•

Karma yogi withdraws from Karma and Upasana, Karma khanda

d) Guru Meti Yatha Vidhi :
•

Seeker goes to Aksharam Brahma

•

Brahma - Jnana khanda
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Mundak Upanishad :

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither
eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest
of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive as the Source of all Creation.
[I – I – 6]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Akshara Jnanena Eva Moksha
In Kruta, Treta, Dvapara, Kaliyuga, must be clear
Brahma Bodhartham to get Jnanam of Brahman
Translations Available, can’t read and understand
Need Guru, Saha Gurum Eva Avagachet, compulsory Rule - Person should go to Guru
as Instructed by Shastra with Samith Pani
Go with some offering to Mahatma or King.

•

Dry Twig represents Vairagyam, ready to Catch fire

•

Go with Sraddha and Bhakti to Bhagawan, Guru, Shastram

•

Should be in Equal measure towards Guru and Shastra
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Svetasvatara Upanishad :

These truths, when taught, shine forth only in that high-souled one who has supreme devotion
to God, and an equal degree of devotion to the spiritual teacher. They shine forth in that highsouled one only. [Chapter 6 – Verse 23]
• Keep with Protocol
What type of Guru?
• Srotriya Brahma Nishta Abides in his Brahma Svarupa
• Learnt teaching method from his Guru = Sampradaya
• One who knows Sampradaya and knowledge is called Srotriya
• Has knowledge and Communication Skill
• Yeti - Goes to, Approaches
o Transition, from Apara to Para Vidya
o Give more time
• Sannyasi renounces totally Karma and Upasana
• Grihastha reduces karma, Parayanam
• Gita, Upanishad, Tattva Bodha Parayanam, Atma Bodha, Aparoksha Anubhuti,
Bashyam Parayanam.
• Bhagawans instruction in Upanishad, mental energy and time allotted.
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Verse 48 :

Since the Upanishadic texts (appear to) convey varied meaning, since the
doubts are too many, and since Brahman that is to be realized is
incomprehensible, one could not know it without a preceptor.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 48]
Why should one go to Guru?

•

Guru Tattvam, not a person
Tattvam

Atma

Bhagawan

Uddhava Gita - 24 Gurus

• Communicating Guru

• 3 Reasons why Guru is a must
a) Vedantanam Anekatvat :

•

Jnana Khanda = 1181 Upanishads

•

Each Upanishad has different method, sometimes confusing

•

Srishti order changed, Panchabuta, 3 Elements, krama, Akrama (Disorderly) creation.
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gjmfgjmgjmghjm
Ishavasyam

Saguna

Isha

Vasyam

Nirguna

Covers the world

Avidya Mrityum Tirthva :
•

Cross over immortality and ignorance

•

Guru knows the method

Anekatvat :
•

Different, Many, Varied = Upanishad

b) Samshayanam Bahutvataha :
•

Vedas talk of Karma in Siksha Valli

•

Ritham Cha Svadhyaya Pravachanecha
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Taittriya Upanishad :
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The Practice of what is right and proper, as fixed by the scriptural texts, is to be done along with reading
the texts oneself and propagating the truths of the same. “Truth”, meaning practicing in life what is
understood to be right and proper, is to be pursued along with regular studies and preaching, penance,
study and preaching; control of the senses, study and preaching; tranquility, study and preaching; the
‘Maintenance of fire’, study and preaching; offering of oblations in fire sacrifice, study and preaching of the
Vedas; serving the guests, study and preaching; the performance of duties towards man, study and
preaching; duties towards children, study and preaching of the Vedas; Procreation, study and preaching;
propagation of the race, study and preaching ; all these are things to be practiced sincerely. Satyavaca, son
of Rathitara, holds that truth alone is to be strictly practiced. Taponitya, son of Purusista declares That
penance alone is to be practiced. Naka, son of Mudgala, holds the view that the study and preaching of the
Vedas alone is to be practiced; that verily, is penance; aye that is penance. [1 - 9 - 1]

Kaivalyo Upanishad :

Not by deeds, nor by progeny, nor by wealth, but by renunciation alone have some people
attained immortality. That which the renunciates attain is beyond the heavens, yet it shines in
the cave of the heart (the intellect). [Verse 3]

•

Renounce Karma or Do Karma, doubts many

c) Vedyasya Atsukshmatvat :

•

Reality subtlest, Subtler than Space, consciousness = Reality

•

Not part or body, independent, beyond body, eternal, all Pervading
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•

Don’t see Consciousness

•

Descriptions of Brahman = Verbal, got words, not meaning

•

Reality not object of experience

•

Want to understand Brahman.

Keno Upanishad :

The eye does not go there, not speech, nor mind, We do not know That. We do not know how
to instruct one about It. It is distinct from the known and above the unknown. We have heard
it, so stated the preceptors who taught us That. [Chapter 1 - Verse 3]
•

Neither knowable / Unknowable
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Conceptualize through

Senses

Thoughts

Objectify

- Brahman is neither object nor
concept
- It is not there?
- No, it is you

How can I be eternal?
•

I am 80 Years, Struggling

•

I am not able to claim I am Brahman

•

As Subject, can’t Swallow as Brahman

•

Other than Subject, Object, nothing is there

•

Upanishad Swears Brahman Asti

•

Head Reels… Confusion, doubts come

•

Guru Navigates, Guides.
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Keno Upanishad :

I do not think that ‘I know it well.’ But not that I do not know; I know too. Who amongst us
comprehends it both as the Not known and as the Known… He comprehends It.
[Chapter 2 Verse 2]
•

I don’t know Brahman, not that I don’t know Brahman

•

Since the truth to be realized is extremely Subtle, without Guru, one does not know

How Rule not applicable with Ramana?
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 1 - Section 4 :

•

Shankara Discusses

•

Brahma alone - Ignorant - Was afraid, thought over, got knowledge.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 1 - Section 4 :
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He was afraid. Therefore people (still) are afraid to be alone. He thought, ‘If there is nothing
else but me, what am I afraid of?’ From that alone his fear was gone, for what was there to
fear? It is from a second entity that fear comes. [1 - 4 - 2]

Shastram, Guru?
• Extraordinary cases, knowledge in Purva Janma, because of obstacle, it remained as
scholarship
• Vachyartha - Procedure, one can explain
• Adrishta Pratibandha is there
• Trigger required, flash happens, Kevala Brahma Nishta, Yoga Brishta, without guru
• Jnani, does not know Sampradaya, never had Guru, can't teach, Mystics will talk about
conclusion, of Vedanta without giving steps
• Mystics are jnanis, can't guide others.
• Can appreciate their literature
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Verse 49 :

By vedantic study, reflection and meditation and by any other means
prescribed by the Preceptor, one must get oneself rid of ignorance (relating
to the nature of Brahman). doubt (relating to the nature of Brahman) and
contrary nations (in the form of 'i' and 'mine). [Chapter 6 - Verse 49]
Beautiful sloka :

•

What student should do and what Guru will do?
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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He said: It is not for the sake of the husband, my dear, that he is loved, but for one’s own sake
that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the wife, my dear, that she is loved, but for one’s own
sake that she is loved. It is not for the sake of the sons, my dear, that they are loved, but for
one’s own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of wealth, my dear, that it is loved, but
for one's own sake that it is loved. It is not for the sake of the Brāhmaṇa, my dear, that he is
loved, but for one's own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the Kṣatriya, my dear,
that he is loved, but for one’s own sake that he is loved. It is not for the sake of the worlds, my
dear, that they are loved, but for one's own sake that they are loved. It is not for the sake of
the gods, my dear, that they are loved, but for one's own sake that they are loved. It is not for
the sake of the beings, my -dear, that they are loved, but for one's own sake that they are
loved. It is not for the sake of all, my dear, that all is loved, but for one's own sake that it is
loved. The Self, my dear Maitreyī, should be realised—should be heard of, reflected on and
meditated upon. By the realisation of the Self, my dear, through hearing, reflection and
meditation, all this is known. [2 - 4 - 5]
• Aparokshena Jnatavyaha = Drishtavyaha
• Aham brahma Asmi without objectification
• Listen to Teaching = Sravanam
• Guru = Teacher not toucher, Blesser, whisperer
Sishya has to Listen :
• Basic teaching in Tattva Bodha
• Leads to doubts, Certain aspects not understood, Karana Shariram and Brahman.
• Doubts inevitable.
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•

Vedanta not Blind belief

•

Blind belief will create doubt

•

Think and Ask if you can Accept what Shastra Says

•

Mananam = Reflection

•

Atma Bodha, Aparoksha Anubhuti, Vivekachudamani, Sarva Vedanta Siddhanta Sara
Sangraha, more inputs required

•

Sravanam and Mananam gives knowledge of Vedanta Pramanam.

•

Words are Pramanam, can produce knowledge = Realisation.

c) Nididhyasanam - Dhyanat :
•

Viparitamcha Jnanam Dahyat not for realization, not for Liberation

•

But to remove habitual ways of thinking about myself

•

I have a self perspective which has been built over years

•

I am a finite, individual, Viparita Bavana

•

That will not go so easily - it has to be given up.

Revision : Verse 49
•

This is commentary on Parikshya Lokan of Mundak Upanishad

i) Seeker has to use Preliminary Disciplines to Diagnose cause of Samsara, not for Solving
Samsara :
•

Karma Yoga, Upasana Yoga for Diagnosis
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Problem to be Diagnosed :
•

Self ignorance is the cause, otherwise, wrong Examination, Pariksha

ii) Understand self ignorance is cause of Samsara, then value of self knowledge will be there
iii) Aartha and Artharthi Bhakti should get converted to Jingyasu Bhakti :

•

Otherwise Diagnosis not complete

•

Bhakti should become Jingyasu Bhakti, Person desirous of knowledge.

•

Then go to Appropriate Hospital.
ENT, Eye, heart hospitals are there

•

Ajnanam is the Problem

•

Where I can Practice Jnana Yoga

Guru Stotram :

(Salutations to the Guru) Who Removes the Darkness of Ignorance from our Blind (Inner) Eyes
by applying the Collyrium of the Light of Knowledge. By Whom our (Inner)
Eyes are Opened; Salutations to that Guru. [Verse 3]
•

Require Surgeon to remove Cataract for Ajnana Timara, need Jnana Yoga, only done
by Guru.
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What is Procedure after reaching Guru - Operation?
•

Srotavyo, Mantavyo, Nididhyasitaya…

•

Involves, Sravanam, Mananam, Nididhyasanam, consistent study under Acharya

iv) Teaching Guru required for Sravanam :
•

Reflection required because we want to understand words of teacher, not believe in
him

v) Mananam, because understanding not belief
vi) Nididhyasanam :
•

Deconditioning process

•

I am conditioned to thinking I am Jivatma, reinforced by all around me

•

Jivatma conditioning Deeply rooted, requires focused Nididhyasanam

Nirvana Shatkam :

I am not the mind, intellect, ego or memory (the four aspects of what is known as
Antahkarana). Nor am I (the five organs of perception) the ear, tongue, nose, eyes, (or skin),
nor (the five elements) the space, earth, fire, air and water. I am pure Knowledge and Bliss, I
am Siva, auspiciousness itself. [Verse 1]
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Teaching : Shivananda Rupam…
•

3 fold exercise important, each has distinct Role

b) 2nd Line : Ajnana Samshayou Jahyad :
•

One should drop Ajnanam (Self ignorance), Samshayam (Doubts)

•

Medicine comes from Jnanam, Crucial to remove disease

•

Food required to Remove hunger.

•

Absorbing Capacity weak, liver no use, medicine also required

•

What removes disease is medicine

What Cures Samsara Shastra?
•

Jnanam generated by Vedanta Vakyam, Medicine

•

Vivarana Sampradaya gives credit to Sravanam - Consistent study

•

Puja, Yoga, Bajan, Service, meditation, in Guru Kulam

•

Activity Centres around - Class = Exposure to teaching

•

Importance of Exposure to teaching is being ignored now

•

Many Criticize that Sravanam gives to Scholarship only

•

Scholarship will bloat, boost ego, hence never study
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What is Medicine?
•

Scholarship and Absorbing capacity is required

•

Other Sadhanas required, medicine = Sravanam

•

Gurus Job is facilitating this Process

Why Nididhyasanam? Dhyanam?
•

Wrong Conditioning, we have been in Anaadi Janma Vasana = Viparita Bavana

•

Jiva Bava opposed to Brahma Bava.
Jiva Bava
- Durbali Karanam

Brahma Bava
- Prabali Karanam
- Natural, without effort

Viparitam Bavavanamcha Dahyat :

•

One should give-up Jiva Bavana.

•

Then one will have Doubtless, unconditioned, Jiva Vasanaless, knowledge will be
there which will help me claim, I am free by my very Nature.

•

Therefore, we approach to practice Sravana, Mananam, Nididhyasanam

•

Guru gives Priority, clarity is given
Problem
- Ignorance

Solution
- Knowledge
- Get from Guru and Shastra
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•

Requires absorbing power, hence go to temple for Deepa Aradhana

•

Learn Vedic chanting, have Dhyana, Do Yoga
Know - Sadhayas

Primary
•

Supportive

These are roadmap Mantras.
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Verse 50 :

The preceptor too, in order that the tradition of Advaita, may continue (in an
unbroken line of succession), must impart the knowledge of the immutable
to a qualified aspirant. [Chapter 6 - Verse 50]

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Whether Shishya is clear or not, Guru clear - Teaching is primary role of Guru :
Student should be receptive
Sow seed in fertile land not barren land
Yogya shishya can be taught
o Yogya shishya
o Gone through Karma Yoga / Upasana Yoga / Attained Sadhana Chatushtaya
Sampatti / Jingyasu
o Athatho Brahma Jingyasa
Guru identifies deficiencies, gives supplementary disciplines
Api Upasyad Guru Uditat…
In addition to Sravanam / Mananam / Nididhyasanam, Sishya follows personally
designed discipline
Emotional issues, childhood issues, intellect shadowed.
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•

Guru Upaya (Method) Api Uditat = in addition to attending class

•

Then Shishya yogya, gradually absorbing capacity increases to that fit disciple

a) Gurushcha Vidyam Bruyat :
•

Guru teaches Sishyas – Upanishad does not gives his Philosophy

Mundak Upanishad :

To that pupil who has thus approached him in a proper manner, whose mind is at rest and
whose sense are subdued, let the wise teacher truly teach that Brahma Vidya (Science of
Brahman) by which the true immortal Purusa is known. [I – II – 13]
•

Teaching, learning is primary not for Scholarship but for Wisdom

•

Without the scholarship, can’t get wisdom
o Scholarship

o Primary and Supportive Discipline
o Gets converted to liberating Wisdom

b) Provachatam - Tattwato Brahma Vidyam :
•

Guru taught, said in every Upanishad

•

Always Guru Sishya Samvadaha, sishya asks Doubts - Pariprashna.
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c) Akshara Bodhinim : Mundak Upanishad :

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither
eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest
of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive as the Source of all Creation.
[I – I – 6]

•

Aksharam = Brahman

•

Yasmin Vijnate Sarvam Idam Vijnati

•

Benefits Shishya

What is motive of Guru?

•

For Guru, it is opportunity for continuing Nididhyasanam

•

Wonderful, enjoyable exercise

•

After Viparita bhavana Nivritti, Nididhyasanam can be continued
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Reference : ‘Sapta Bumika’
Purpose of Nididhyasanam
Viparita Bavana Nivritti

Helps me to enjoy my own Glory

- Jeevan Mukti Status
- Atma Ratihi
- ‘Nididhyasanam’ Ananda
•

Love to talk about ourself
My Self
Small ‘s’

Big ‘S’

Ego

Sakshi

2nd Benefit is :

d) Sampradaya Pravartaye :
•

For perpetuation Lineage, tradition

•

Guru Parampara Prapta Upadesha, teaching through lineage of teachers.
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•

Parampara not broken, Vamsha Samvruddhi

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

•

At end of every 2 Chapters :

Now the line of teachers: Pautimāṣya (received it) from Gaupavana. Gaupavana from another
Pautimāṣya. This Pautimāṣya from another Gaupavana. This Gaupavana from Kauśika. Kauśika
from Kanṇḍiriya. Kauṇḍinya from Śāṇḍilya. Śāṇḍilya from Kauśika and Gautama. Gautama
[2 - 6 - 1]
•

Atha Vamshaha… Teaching wonderful Sadhana to every and Propagate.
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Teaching

-

Pitfalls

Advantages

Admiration is Addictive
Start looking for glories
Ahamkara Boosted
Vidya Garvaha is destructive

- Communicate well and Sishya
benefits
- Reverence, admiration, Guru
gets great enjoy
- Knowledge destroys Ahamkara

Bartruhari :
• Jnanam Satam Mana Madadi Nashanam, Kesham ti Etat Kinchit Mana Madah
Karanam
• For noble people Jnanam destroys Madah - Manitvam - Dambitvam - Ahamkara
• It has to be destroyer for in alert people, it is cause of Pride and destruction of self
• Ego fattening Superiority complex
• I know so much, so many people benefit from me
• I am doing great Service
• Ego becomes spiritual Disaster
• Sishya - Does Pada Namaskara unknowingly Pulls my legs
• Does with proper motive, some refuse to accept Namaskara, leads to downfall. 230

Chinmaya - Convocation Address :
•

Public Admire Scholarship, give Purna Kumbam

•

Admiration is spiritual downfall

•

Don’t fall for that

•

You are not teaching, Adi Guru Bhagawan is teaching through me

•

Music comes through the flute’s 9 Holes… I am flute in the hands of Bhagawan

•

I don’t Deserve any Credit

•

Guru knows what scholarship he has is insignificant to the ocean far Ahead

•

Sishya doesn’t know - Mistakes Guru as Scholar

•

Surrender to guru and Lord in all Classes

Shatpati Stotram :

Vishnu! Please remove my arrogance, make me humble, subdue my mind and bring peace and
tranquility. Remove the agitation caused by the sense organs that are attracted by objects akin
to thirsty animals deceived by mirages in the desert. Similarly, one is running after happiness
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that is elusive in nature and keeps moving away just like the mirage. [Verse 1]

•

May you remove my vanity, superiority, complexity, Anantham, Adambitvam

•

Teaching is wonderful sadhana but be alert

o Rishi Rinam
o Deva Rinam
o Pitru Rinam
•

Indebted to Rishis, we discharge debts by teaching with humility

•

Never enjoy admiration

Chapter 1 is over of Mundak Upanishad :

To that pupil who has thus approached him in a proper manner, whose mind is at rest and
whose sense are subdued, let the wise teacher truly teach that Brahma Vidya (Science of
Brahman) by which the true immortal Purusa is known. [I – II – 13]
•

1st Chapter of Mundak over

•

Enter 2nd Chapter - 1st Section
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Topic 6 : The creation of the world
Verse 51 : Important Verse

This is the immutable and real (Brahman) that is associated with the power
of Maya. From this everything has come into existence just as Sparks from
fire. [Chapter 6 - Verse 51]

•

Chapter 2 - 1st Section = 10 Mantras

•

Jagat Karanam = Aksharam

How Srishti comes?
•

Entire section = Srishti Prakaranam

•

Aksharam Brahman by itself can never be Karanam

•

Male by himself can’t produce child

•

Mother by herself can’t mother a child - Joint venture

o Aksharam can’t father world
o Universal mother requires Maya

•

Aksharam = Paramartika Satyam = Nityam
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•

Maya = Vyavharika Satyam said in Verse 52

•

Maya shakti is power of Brahman to create - Especially the Vikshepa shakti of Maya,
Brahman - Ishvara uses

•

Avarna shakti does not wag its tail in front of Ishvara

•

Dog folds its tail

•

Similarly Avarna shakti remains in-operational for Ishvara

•

Only when Jivas come into existence, Avarna shakti looses its power

a) Vikshepa Shakti Yukta Maya
b) Shakti Samanvitam Aksharam Satyam Paramartikam Asti tat etat :

•

Now Maya set for creation

What is definition of Maya?

•

Avyakruta Nama Rupatmika Maya

•

Maya = Entire Universe in Potential form

•

Maya has infinite Universes which will come in future

•

Full Maya is not used in the Srishti

•

One Part required for Current Universe

•

Universe = Nama / Rupa / karma
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Brihadaranyaka - 1st Chapter - 6th Section :

This (universe) indeed consists of three things: name, form and action. Of those names, speech
(sound in general) is the Uktha (source), for all names spring from it. It is their Sāman
(common feature), for it is common to all names. It is their Brahman (self), for it sustains all
names. [1 - 6 - 1]

•

Universe in Potential form means Unmanifest form - Avyakruta nama Rupa

•

Mix is Material cause of Universe = Upadana Karanam
Brahman / Maya

- By itself not Material cause

Mixture is Material Cause

- Both contribute to the Arrival of
Universe
- Father, mother contribute to
personality of Child
- Some are Mother / Father
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•

Brahman contributes Sat-chit-Ananda to universe.

•

Smile is Brahman‘s contribution.

•

When Brahman Contributes this, it does not undergo any change.

•

Brahman provides only its reflection.
o I Contribute my reflection to mirror without undergoing any change.

o With reflection - Weight doesn’t reduce.
•

Brahman = Vivarta Upadanam.

•

Contributor by mere presence without undergoing any change.
o World is Air, Space, Fire is.

o Is silent contributor.
•

Until you come to Vedanta, credit of existence goes to Brahman, you don’t know.

•

Without any acknowledgement it contributes.

Dakshinamurthy Stotram :
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(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound
Silence) By This Throb Alone which is of the Nature of Eternal Underlying Awareness, the Unreal Forms get
their Meanings and Appear over the Mind, This Knowledge of the Atman Spoken of in the Vedas as "TatTvam-Asi" is Imparted by Our Inner Guru as a Direct Experience when we Surrender Whole-Heartedly to
Him, By Direct Experience of this Knowledge, the Delusion of being tossed within an unending Ocean of
Worldly Existence will Not Appear Again, Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our Inner Guru Who
Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 3]

•

Upadana Karanam is inherent in the Universe, Karyam

•

Brahman’s contribution is existence and it is inherent every where

•

Similarly Consciousness

What is Mayas Contribution? All the names and forms

Universe
Brahman
- Shiva, Existence
- Vivarta Upadana Karanam
- Changelessly Contributes
Chandogyo Upanishad : Chapter 6
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
- Chapter 1 - Section 4
•
•

Remove either of them world can’t exist.
Remove Nama Rupa, no world

Maya
-

Parvati
Names and forms
Nama Rupa changing
Unmanifest becomes manifest
Parinami Upadana Karanam
inherent in the Universe
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•

Remove existence, no world

•

Both effectively contribute, Parvati - Parameshwara

When we choose Devi for worship, puja, Lalita Sahasranamam :
o Upon Devi invoke

o Maya and Brahman
•

In Srishti we separate them

•

Sat-chit-Ananda Rupani, sutta Turya Sarva Avastha Vivarjita

•

Any male deity or female deity can be used for invoking Maya and Brahman

•

Here Brahman and Maya = cause of universe

c) Tasmat, from Ardhanarishwara Sarve Samutpanna :

•

Everything born

•

Time - Space

Dakshinamurthy Stotram :
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(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound
Silence)This World is Like a Sprout of a Seed Within which transforms what is Changeless state Before,
appear Again as Space and Time, and endless Varieties of Pictures over it; all due to the Creation of Maya,
This Unfolding of the World (from the Seed) which is Like a Play of a Magician, happens to one Who is Like
a Mahayogi out of His Own Free Will (i.e. a Mahayogi can enter the state of Samadhi out of his own free
will and witness the unfolding of the world when He comes out of Samadhi), Salutations to Him, the
Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation
to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 2]

•

1st Canvas - Co-ordinates are required, provided

•

Upon - Space - Time - Co-ordinate universe comes

d) Example :

•

Vishpulingaha Agnitaha Yatha

•

Just as Sparks of Different sizes, Small, Big, arise out of huge conflagaration of fire.

Sparks
- Anekam

•

Fire / Agni
- One
- Upadana Karanam

Prapancha

Ishvara

Anekaha

Ekaha

Agni inherent in every Spark, Upadana Karanam, in the form of heat and light
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From Satchit Ananda

Jiva’s Arise

Agni

Spark

Jiva

Jagat

- Reflects Satchit Ananda

-

Reflects only Sat Aspect
Table reflects only Isness
Table is not conscious
Doesn’t become happy when
Slim person Sits
- No Chit, Ananda Manifested

Table :
•

Nama Rupa, Maya

•

Both Sentient and insentient things are born out of Brahman.
Brahman

Jagat

Karanam

Karyam

Sambandha Highlighted
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Verse 52 : Important Verse

The immutable self is self-luminous. It transcends Maya which is termed
Aksara. Maya, which is an unimaginable power and which is indeterminable,
illusorily projects this world. [Chapter 6 - Verse 52]
Mundak Upanishad :

Self-resplendent, formless, unoriginated and pure, that all-pervading Being is both within and
without, Anterior both to life and mind, He transcends even the transcendent, unmanifested,
causal-state of the universe. [II – I – 2]

•

Definition of Aksharam, learn Byheart

Mundak Upanishad :
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That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither
eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest
of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive as the Source of all Creation.
[I – I – 6]
•

1st Definition - Divyoya murto Abhyantara

1st Definition :
o Various Descriptions given
o Chaitanya Rupam not mentioned
o Buta Yoni mentioned
•

Buta Yoni = material cause of Universe

•

Normally we think Material cause should be Matter, inert

•

In all schools of Philosophy, Material cause of Universe is inert.
Sankhya

- Prakirti = Material Cause
- Jadam

Nyaya Veiseshika

- Material cause = Param Anu
- Jadam

Buddhism :
•

Material cause = Chaturbutani Jadam

•

Material cause should be Material.
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Vedanta :
• Material cause of Universe is not Material
• It is Chaitanyam
• It is called Material Cause because material cause lends existence to the Product
• Brahman lends existence to the world
• Hence Brahman is called material cause of the universe
Brahman :
• Nirvikara Chid Rupa Upadana Karanam
• This nature of consciousness was not mentioned in the 1st Definition
• There is Akshara Vichara Adhikaranam “Adrishatvayaha”
Sankhya :
• Adhrishyatvadi in Mundak Upanishad is not your Brahman but my Upadana Karanam,
Prakriti only
• No word Chaitanyam there
Supportive cause to prove Satchit Ananda as cause of Universe is : Mundak Upanishad

Self-resplendent, formless, unoriginated and pure, that all-pervading Being is both within and
without, Anterior both to life and mind, He transcends even the transcendent, unmanifested,
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causal-state of the universe. [II – I – 2]

Divyaha :

•

Deepyati Prakashate Iti Divyaha…

•

That which is shining, self revealing, illumines itself and others

•

Aksharam Brahma = Self revealing consciousness which reveals itself and others

Vedanta :

•

Chetana Upadana Karana Vada, Very unique

•

Scientist can’t appreciate, they believe Matter is fundamental cause of the Universe

a) Aksharatma Svayam Jyotihi :
•

Svayam Prakasha Rupa

•

Aksharat Parataha Paraha

•

Akshara used for Maya also.

Gita :

Two Purusas are there in this world, the perishable and the imperishable. All beings are the
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perishable and the Kutastha is called the imperishable. [Chapter 15 - Verse 16]

•

Krishna borrows from here

•

Akshara = Maya in Gita

Mundak Upanishad - Chapter 1 :

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither
eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest
of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive as the Source of all Creation.
[I – I – 6]

Gita :

Those who worship the imperishable, the indefinable, the unmanifest, the omnipresent, the
unthinkable, the unchangeable, the immovable and the eternal,.. [Chapter 12 - Verse 3]
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Gita :

When the lord obtains a body and when He leaves it, He takes these and goes (with them) as
the wind takes the scents from their seats (The flowers). [Chapter 15 - Verse 8]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aksharam = Maya
Aksharam can refer to Brahman or Maya as both are imperishable
Creation Permanently continues
End of Maya Svetasvatara Upanishad - Bautsch not literal…
Understanding maya as Mithya = Figuratively called end of Maya
Mithya = As good as not there
Otherwise maya = Aksharam, Imperishable
Aksharam 1, 2
Aksharat Parath Paraha…
o Brahman
o Aksharam no 1
o Superior to Maya - Aksharam 2
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b) Maya Rupa Aksharat Paraha :
Brahman

Maya

Aksharam 1

Aksharam 2
- Imperishable
- Duality?
- You become Sankhya

•

Absolute reality = Advaitam = Non-dual

•

In Absolute reality, Maya should not be counted, as it is Mithya

•

We are Advaitin only.

Revision : Verse 52
Mundak Upanishad - Chapter 2 - Very Important :

Brahma Satyam

Jagan Mithya

Jeevo Braheiva (Jivatma /
Paramatma - Aikyam)

Na Paraha (Indicated at end)
and elaborated in 2nd Section

3 Essential
components here

Section 1

- Brahman Satyam
- Jagan Mithya

Section 2

- Jeeva / Brahma Aikyam

Chapter 2 - 3 Components
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Brahman

- Jagat Karanam
- Satyam
- Appears as Karyam
- Gold Appears as ornaments
- Clay appears as earthenware
Mundak Upanishad :
- Buta Yoni Tat Paripashyant… [1 – 1 – 6]
- Brahman alone appears as world
- Braheiva tat Amrutam Purastat,
Brahma Pashchat… [2 – 2 – 11]

Jagat

- Karyam
Chandogya Upanishad :
- Vacharambanam Vikaro Nam
Dheyam… [6 – 1 – 4]
- Only name, form
- Vak Matam, no existence

Mundak Upanishad :

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has neither eyes nor
ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, All-pervading, Subtlest of the subtle –
that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive as the Source of all Creation. [I – I – 6]
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Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back,
on the right, on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]
Chandogyo Upanishad :

O Somya, it is like this: By knowing a single lump of earth you know all objects made of earth.
All changes are mere words, in name only. But earth is the reality. [6 - 1 - 4]
•

Brahman = Aksharam in Mundak Upanishad

•

Yaya Tat Aksharam Adi Gamyate

Mundak Upanishad :

Self-resplendent, formless, unoriginated and pure, that all-pervading Being is both within and
without, Anterior both to life and mind, He transcends even the transcendent, unmanifested,
causal-state of the universe. [II – I – 2]
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•

Divya = Svayam Prakasha Shuddha Chaitanya Rupaha

•

Akshara Atma Svayam Jyoti

•

Here alone Maya is introduced.

1st Chapter - 1st Section - Maya not Mentioned :
•

Maya = Non-separate from Brahman

•

In Mundak, Maya and Brahman = Aksharam
o BA → Brahman Aksharam
o MA → Maya Aksharam

a) Maya Rupa Aksharat Paraha :

•

Brahman Aksharam is superior to Maya Aksharam

How Brahman Superior to Maya?

•

Both beginningless

•

Both same

•

Both equally Responsible for creating the Universe

•

Parents - Responsible for Children

Brahman

Maya

Together responsible

Contributes existence
Aspect

Contributes Nama Rupa
aspect

For creation of Universe
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•

If either not there, world can’t exist

•

Without Nama Rupa or existence, there is no world.
Brahman and Maya
Karanam

Beginningless

How Brahman Superior? Satyam Absolute Reality?
• How Maya = Empherical reality
• Maya borrows existence from Brahman
• Maya does not have existence of its own
• Therefore Brahman = Superior
• 2nd Line of Verse 52 - Further description of Maya
b) Achintya Shakti Anruta Maya Asmin Kalpaye jagat :
• Very Important
• Maya, Aksharam 2 is Anruta, unreal, less Real
• Unreal does not mean Non-existent.
• Unreal = Less real
w.r.t waker
- Dream unreal
- Lesser reality

w.r.t Brahman
- Waking world
- Lesser real
- Therefore called Anruta
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Waking
- More real
- Vyavaharikam

Dream
- Less Real
- Pratibasikam

Why we give unique Status to Maya?
•

All schools Accept Maya but never say it is unreal

Why we give Unique Status?
•

Maya can’t be treated as Separately existent entity

•

Maya not independently existent

•

Sankhya - Purusha, Prakirti independently exists

Purusha
- Real
- Svatantram

Prakirti
- Real
- Svatantram

Advaitam :

•

Ekam Eva Advitiyam Brahma

•

Brahman = Secondless

•

If Maya exists as a Separate entity, it cannot be secondless

•

There is a Secondless

•

1st Rule out Independent, separate existence of Maya.
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Is Maya :

•

Part / Product / Property of Brahman? Sruti is Pramanam

i) Not Part :
•

Brahman = Niravayavam

•

Therefore maya not part of Brahman

ii) No Product - Effect :

•

Maya is Anaadi, beginningless

iii) Not Shakti, attribute, Property of Brahman :
•

Sruti based reasoning

•

Veda : Brahman = Nirgunam

•

Nirgunam Brahman can’t have Maya as attribute

Conventional Statuses Ruled out by Sruti Pramanam :
o Independent existence
o Part
o Product
o Property

•

Conventional Possibilities
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What is Status?

•

Not Non-existent

•

Sruti talks about Maya

Maya
Existent
Not one of Conventional
Categories

Advaitin gives unique Status

•

Maya has Adhyasa Sambandha with Brahman

•

Maya = Less Real like Mirage water in Sand, dream Upon waker

•

Dream not part, Product, Property of waker

•

Maya = Superimposed on Brahman.
Brahman

- Adhishtanam

Maya

- Adhyastham
- Adhyasa

What is Relationship between Brahman and maya? Brahman and waker?

•

Adhyasa - Adhishtana Sambandha.
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Therefore they are Non-separable :

•

Not because Maya is part, Product, Property of Brahman

•

It is Non-separable because Adhyasa can’t exist Separate from Adhishtanam

•

Dream world can’t exist in the neighboring room of waker

o Conventional Superimpositions - Snake Rope, Mirage water, Sand
o Superimposition - Indicates time of Superimposition on Someone

Maya is Superimposed :
•

Don’t Ask who Superimposed? When?

•

Maya is Anaadi

•

Maya is in Superimposed condition all the time

•

Maya = Self Superimposed, both Non-separate, thein relationship is Adhishtanam and
Adhyasa

•

Naturally it means one is of a higher form of reality, other is lower order

•

Brahman and Maya are Non-separable, one is Paramartikam, other is Vyavaharikam

•

Paramartika and Vyavaharika Mixture is jagat Karanam

•

This is popular Ishvara

Who is God?

•

Paramartika Brahma and Vyavaharika Mishram = Ishvara
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Gita :

Know you, that matter (Prakirti) and spirit (Purusa) are both Beginningless; and know you also
that all modifications and qualities are born of Prakirti. [Chapter 13 - Verse 20]
•

All based on these Mantras

•

Amruta not in the Upanishad… Advaitin Quietly adding it.

Argument :

•

We Say : No other relationship Possible
What is glory of Maya?
Negative
- Anruta

Positive

- Achintya Shakti
- Unimaginable Power
- Vikshepa and Avarna Shakti
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•

Here not focusing on Avarna Shakti, concealing power

•

Here focusing on Vikshepa Shakti, Projecting Power

•

Galaxy, time, Space, living beings, our Brains, Projected by Achintya Shakti

•

Since Maya is Non-separate from Brahman, you can say Brahman Projects the world
through Maya

•

Maya projects the world backed by Brahman.
Credit given to

Brahman

Maya

Safe Method :

•

Brahman and Maya = Ishvara = Mayavi Projects

Dakshinamurthy Stotram :
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(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His
Profound Silence)This World is Like a Sprout of a Seed Within which transforms what is
Changeless state Before, appear Again as Space and Time, and endless Varieties of Pictures
over it; all due to the Creation of Maya, This Unfolding of the World (from the Seed) which is
Like a Play of a Magician, happens to one Who is Like a Mahayogi out of His Own Free Will (i.e.
a Mahayogi can enter the state of Samadhi out of his own free will and witness the unfolding
of the world when He comes out of Samadhi), Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our
Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri
Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 2]
•

Equal credit given to Brahma and maya

•

Jagat Kalpayet…
Mind
- Projects dream world

Maya
-

Mind of Ishvara
Projects entire Cosmos
By Providing Nama Rupa
It is already there in maya
in Potential form

Definition of Maya :
•

Avyakruta Nama Rupa Tattvam

•

All names and forms in Potential form is called Maya.
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•

Since everything is already there, maya throws not everything but depending on the
Prarabda.

•

Micro and Macro Prarabda

•

Only that part is Projected

•

Present Cosmos is only one of the Projections

•

In the next Srishti, there will be another Projection

•

Infinite future Projections possible of Cosmos, provision is there in the Maya

•

Todays dream world is one of my Projections…

•

Similarly for Ishvara, whole Cosmos is one days dream

•

Maya Asmin Akshare Brahmani Adhishtane jagatu Kalpayet

•

Brahman Projects this universe

•

Upanishad talks about this universe elaborately in 6 Mantras

•

Vidyaranya Summarises.
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Verse 53 : Important Verse

From Brahman which possesses maya, vital-airs, space, etc., came into
existence. Thus there arises the conception of Virat. It is in the body of the
Virat the remaining world exists. [Chapter 6 - Verse 53]
a) Asmat Maya Vinaha :
•

From this Mayavi Ishvara following are born

Mundak Upanishad : Chapter 2 - Section 1 :

From Him are born the Prana (life), the mind, all the organs, the sky (Akasa), the wind (Vayu),
the fire (Jyotih), the water (Apah) and the earth (Prthivi) which supports all. [II – I – 3]

• All things from Prana… 17 Organs
b) Viyatdhi Jayate :
• Kham Vayu… Vishvasya Dharani
• 1st Sukshma Butani
• 2nd Sthula Butani… All originate from Maya
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c) Tataha Virad Abut :

•

As they are created, Chidabhasa also gets formed

•

As Mirror is created, you need not invite reflection to come in the Mirror

•

Mirror Captures the reflection

•

Similarly, those mirror like Anatma, not all Anatmas

•

Wherever possibility exists, Chidabhasa gets Projected

•

Satabhasa - Existence is Pervaded all over

•

Consciousness is there in relevant one
We get
Micro

Macro

Vishwa / Teijasa / Pragya

Vishwa / Hiranyagarbha /
Antaryami

•

Antaryami not born, it is already there, as Karanam

•

Hiranyagarbha / Vishwa born

d) Tasmin Avasishtam Abhut Jagatu :
•

Upon Samashti Jagat the individual, Vyashti living beings and things are born

•

Summarises 6 mantras in one Sloka.
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What is important?

•

All is Mithya, Nama - Rupa Prapancha

•

Maya itself Mithya, Maya is transformed

•

Universe is also Mithya… it is one Brahman, appearing as all Nama Rupas

Now Mundak Upanishad :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]
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Verse 54 :

The self appears through Maya in the form of the empirical world. The true
nature of the world, when analysed is only the self. [Chapter 6 - Verse 54]

a) Purusha Mayaya :
• Universe through Maya Shakti is superimposed on Aksharam Brahma
b) Sarva Rupena Jagat Bhasate :
• It appears
• Nama Rupa part of world = Appearance
• Is-ness of world = Belongs to Aksharam Brahma
• Nama Rupa borrows is-ness from Aksharam
• Screen gives existence to hero, heroine
• It appears with borrowed existence
• Appears as entire Universe
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Mundak Upanishad : Chapter 2 Section 1 :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]

•

Very important Mantra is Commented in Several Slokas.

c) Sarva Rupena Jagat :

•

Sarvam Purushaha Eva – Remember - Purusha Suktam :

“Whaever is born now, and whatever is yet to be born in future, all are He alone, not only this,
Even for the Gods He is the controller; and hence He transcends the mortal state” [Verse 2]

•

Brahman alone is everything

What is significance of Eva?

•

There is nothing else
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What about plurality?

•

It is Nama Rupa’s appearing on one Brahman

•

Plurality of ornaments = not real

•

Other than gold, there is no second thing at all…

d) Ataha Sarvam :

•

Since Brahman alone appears as Universe, therefore Brahman is the Universe.

e) Vastu tattva Avalokane :
•

When world is seen, Perceived from the Standpoint of its real nature
o Wall not Wall
o Chair not chair
o World not world

•

When you learn to look at world from its real nature

Superficially what is Bangle?
•

Bangle is gold

•

Ring is gold

•

Space / Air / Not Space - Air, it is Brahman

•

Ultimately body not body, it is Brahman

•

World is appearance, Mithya

•

It appears, it can't be counted as 2nd thing
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•

Indirectly Upanishad says Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya

•

Snake you see is nothing but rope

•

World you see, perceive is nothing but Brahman.

Not Equating Statement :
•

Not Avidya Samanadhi Karanyam

•

It is Displacing Statement, Bada Samanadhi Karanyam

•

Snake is Rope, replace Snake idea by Rope knowledge

•

Snake Misperception is replaced by, Displaced by Rope Perception

•

When one Member of Statement is displaced by the other member, Misperceived
member is replaced by rightly perceived member

•

It is Bada Samanadhi Karanyam, Displacing Statement

•

Tatu Tvam Asi = Equating Statement, Aikyam

Sarvam Vishwam Brahman :

Bada Samanadhi Karanyam
One is Satyam

Misplaced one

Misplacing one

Mithya
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Isa Vasyam Idagum Sarvam
World

Isha

Misplaced

Misplacing one

Mithya

Satyam

•

Atchadaneyam, Displace the world Vision by Brahman Vision

•

Therefore Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya is conveyed

•

Vastu Tattva Avalokane

•

This Answers Students Question.

Mundak Upanishad
Student

Teacher

Shaunaka

Angiras

Shaunaka’s Question :
•

What is that knowing which, everything is as good as known?
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Answer in Verse 54 :
•

Sarvam Purushaha Eva - Mundak Upanishad :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]

•

Once you know Brahman, you know entire creation

•

Entire creation is Brahman in essence

•

Eka Vijnanena Sarva Vijnanam

•

Brahma Vijnanena Sarva Vijnanam, explanation of 1st half of Mundak - Mantra 10
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Verse 55 : Mahavakyam

Knowing that Consciousness which remains as the witness in the cavity in
the form of the threefold body as Brahman - the self of all beings, one
should get rid of Maya. [Chapter 6 - Verse 55]

Mundak Upanishad :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]
2nd Line Explanation here :
a) Guha = Cave
•

Brahman is hidden in the Cave

•

Cave is a Place where Sunlight does not enter

•

Whatever is inside cave is not known because of Darkness
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Here Spiritual Cave

Heart = Cave

Our 3 Bodies are 3 Layered Cave,
Guha

Hridaya Guha
b) Deha Traya Guhayam :
•

Sthula, Sukshma, Karana Shariram

•

Revise Tattva Bodha, include in Nitya Parayanam

•

Wont forget, like Vishnu Sahasranama

•

Physical, Subtle, Causal Body within that is self ignorance = Karana Shariram, = Moola
Avidya

•

Therefore its called Guha

•

Karana Shariram has Veiling of the self = Moola Avidya

•

Ignorance of My real nature, that I am not the Body, Mind, not even ignorance but I
am Sakshi Chaitanyam which reveals the 3 Sharirams

•

Within this Cave pervaded by ignorance

c) Sakshi Chaitanyam Vidyate :

•

Consciousness is Vyatrikta, different from Sthula, Sukshma, Karana Shariram

•

Different from 3 and within all 3
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•

Consciousness is all Pervading, it is within the body also

•

Behind the Reflected Consciousness, Chidabhasa is the Sakshi Chaitanyam, the
Original Consciousness which alone is Claimed as Aham Brahma Asmi

•

When we use the word - “I am”, we are referring to this Chaitanyam
Consciousness

Original Non-changing

Chidabhasa
- Pramatru Chaitanyam
- Associated with Sharira
Trayam

- Sakshi Chaitanyam

Vidyaranya :

I was a Boy
Two - I
Previous I

Current I

Youth

Old
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•

I Equate old I and new I by Discarding the Changing Properties

•

Body is not equal - Young Body - Old Body

•

Old thought / Mind - New thought / Mind

•

Dream body - Waking Body

•

Old Time - New time

Not Equal but we Say :

•

I was the boy in 1960 Now I am 70 Years old

•

We are unknowingly referring to Sakshi Chaitanyam which was Aware of young body,
fresh mind and now same Sakshi Aware of old body, new thoughts.

•

Between every 2 thoughts, the gap is the Sakshi Chaitanyam, the Pure Awareness,
not reflected I - Thought

•

Whenever we equate the Past and Present I, its called Pratyabingya - Re-cognition

•

In every Pratyabingya, in which I Equate Past I and Present I, we are unknowingly
discarding the Past attribute and Putting Present attribute

•

They are Mutually contradictory and exclusive

•

Real meaning of word I is Sakshi Chaitanyam not Ahamkara I, Ego I

•

We refer to Sakshi very Often without knowing we are referring to the Sakshi
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Example : Waker Says :

•

I dreamt - Dream belongs to dreamer

•

When dreamer was Present, no waker

•

Waker is equating himself with the Past Dreamer, not available now

•

Waker I

Dreamt

Present I

Equates to Past Dreamer i

This equation between waker and dream is never Possible because waker and
Dreamer are associated with different Bodies different times
Dream body

Waker body

Shops in Dubai

In Singapore

I
With attributes Body / Mind /
intellect / Sense organs

Without attributes

Called Pramata

Called Sakshi

•

I am Sakshi

•

I (Sakshi) Dreamt
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Vedanta’s Aim :

•

To retrieve Sakshi by educating

•

Differentiate Sakshi from Pramata

•

It is the Subtlest, toughest, Sakshi - Pramatru Viveka

•

It takes Avasta Traya Viveka

•

Details not in this Mantra

•

Do field work of Atma Anatma Viveka - 1st

•

Fix Jathakam - Horoscopes first - Before marriage date

•

Only tie knot

•

Sakshi kept ready

•

Brahman Jagat Karanam fixed in mantra : Mundak Upanishad :

Self-resplendent, formless, unoriginated and pure, that all-pervading Being is both within and
without, Anterior both to life and mind, He transcends even the transcendent, unmanifested,
causal-state of the universe. [II – I – 2]
•

Chaitanya Brahman fixed in Mantra 2

•

Sakshi revealed in Mantra 10
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•

Sakshi in individual body and Jagat Karanam Brahma equated

•

Like dreamer and waker equated

Dreamer wakes up and says :

•

I am the waker, who projected the dream

•

I am Sakshi - Who am Brahman, I projected waking universe

•

Dramatic event

d) Sakshi Chaitanyam Vidyate = Tvam Pada Lakshyartha :
•

Brahman = Tat Pada Lakshyartha
In Lakshyartha

Excluded

•

3 Bodies

3 Prapanchas

Sakshi without Sharira Trayam

Brahman without Maya

Intellectually exclude them, not Physically

e) Etatu Sarvatmakam Brahma iti Budhva :

•

Etat = Sakshi Chaitanyam
= Tvam Pada Lakshyartha
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•

Is Brahman = Tat Pada Lakshyartha

•

In Tat Tvam Asi Mahavakyam - Verse 55 is Mahavakya Sloka

What Type of Brahman?

•

Sarvatmakam Brahman - Brahman alone appearing as everything

1st Half :
•

Brahman alone appearing as everything

2nd Half :
•

That Brahman I am

•

Equating both : Aham Eva idam Sarvam

Taittriya Upanishad :
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Oh!Oh!Oh! I am the food, I am the food, I am the food. I am the eater of food, I am the eater
of food, I am the eater of food, I am the author of the Sloka, I am the author of the Sloka, I am
the author of the sloka. I am the first born (Hiranyagarbha) of the true (Of the eternal and the
Immortal). I am the centre of immortality, Prior to the gods. Whoever gives me, he surely does
save thus. I am the food that eats him who eats food. I have conquered all, in this world. I am
luminous like the sun. He who knows thus (Also attains the aforesaid results) This is the
Upanishad. [3 - 10 - 6]
•

I am all, Not I am Allu (Tamil - Fellow)

•

Tamil Allu (Jivatma) becomes English All (Paramatma)

•

Etatu Sarvatmakam Brahma = Mahavakyam

f) Iti Etat Buddhva :
•

Having known in this manner one should, push aside the self-ignorance, Tamaha

Nud - Nudati - Nudet :
•

To push, to drop, to negate ignorance - What is that ignorance?
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Verse 56 : Important

That which gives essence to ajnana (maya) is only the Cognition of identity in
the form ‘I am ignorant’. This identity is the knot of Avidya. That is, it is a
blend of Avidya and the self. It is removed by the realisation of Brahman.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 56]
•

Compare, parallelly follow Mundak Upanishad :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]
•

Avidya = Granthi = Know

a) Avidya Grantihi Eshaha syat :
•

Knot of ignorance

•

What is definition of knot? Mixing up - Atma and Anatma
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In Every identification there is Mixing of Atma - Anatma :
I

I am Man

- Atma

•

- Man belongs to Physical
Body
- Mixing up, Tieing up knot of I
with Body

Identification = Tadatmayam
= Mixing Up

•

After identification Physical body becomes me

•

Physical body becomes the Self

•

Anatma becomes the Self

How do you prove it ?

•

When body is healthy / Sick / fat

•

I say - I am healthy / Sick / Fat

•

Whatever condition of body, I say I am so and so…

•

Body has become myself

•

Sthula Sharira Abhimana, Sthula Sharirasya Atmata Bavati…

•

I am young, old, fair, dark, tall… Reveal the knot

•

Sukshma Sharira identification, mix-up made into Atma
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o Mind is Disturbed
o I am Disturbed

o Mind becomes the self
•

Karana Shariram - I mix up

Prominently - what is in Karana Shariram?
•

Ignorance, Avarna shakti

•

Called Moola Avidya, contains Avarna Shakti

•

I Mix up with Karana Shariram, Ajnanam also

How do I express? I am ignorant
•

Ignorance = Anatma, becomes my self because I say I am ignorant

•

Each of this wrong identification, gives me a particular identity

•

Sthula - Sukshma - Karana Shariram - identifications

Sthula :
•

I am male / Son / Daughter / Brahmanaha

Sukshma :
• MA, MSc, Phd
Karana :
•

I am ignorant

•

All identities born out of Tadatmyam - Mixing up
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•

Karana Shariram identity alone is the most fundamental, because that alone remains
continuously
Sthula Identity

Sukshma Shariram

- Disappears
- During Sleep / Death (Body goes)
- Sthula Shariram comes and goes

- Comes and goes
- During every Srishti created Afresh
- Not during every birth

Karana Shariram based identity :
•

Continues during Pralayam

•

I Remain during Pralayam Carrying my individuality, Sanchita Karma

•

This identity is called Jiva Bavaha

•

I have lost my fundamental identity through - Karana Sharira tadatmayam

•

This Jiva Bava I am knocking off through Self knowledge

Revision : Verse 56

Mundak Upanishad (Important mantra) :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
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of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]

Brings out 3 components of Vedanta :

i)

Brahma Satyam

ii) Jagan Mithya
iii) Jivo braheiva Na Paraha
1st Half of Mantra :
• Purushaha Eva Idam Sarvam
a) Idam Sarvam = Anatma Prapancha :
• Purusha = Entire union not Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam
• It is Bada Samanadhi Karanyam, idam Sarvam = Prapancha = Purusha
• It is displacing Samanadhi Karanyam
• It does not mean Purusha, Brahman is Universe
• It means what you considers as universe is Brahman
• Universe is a Misperception of Brahman
Example :
• Rajjuhu Ayam Sarpaha, Rope = Snake not equating rope and snake but what you look
upon as Snake is rope
• Snake is Mithya, through Bada Samanadhi Karanyam, verse reveals Brahma Satyam,
Jagan Mithya
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b) 2nd Half :
• That Brahman = Jiva = Sakshi Chaitanyam
• Etad Veda Nihitam guhayam, reveals Aikyam
• All pervading Brahman is also available within our own body in the form of Sakshi
Chaitanyam.
• Guhayam hinitam refers to Sakshi Chaitanyam.
•

3rd Quarter of Mantra reveals, recasts sentence

•

Jivatma / Paramatma Aikyam

•

Brahman is none other than myself

I should boldly Say :
•

Aham Satyam, jagat Mithya

•

I am Satyam, 5 featured consciousness

•

5 featured consciousness am Brahman

•

Misperceiving myself is the perception of the universe
Waker

- Misperceives himself
- Becomes dream Triputi

Brahman

- Misperceives himself
- Becomes waking Triputi
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Dream Triputi

Waking Triputi

Is Misperceived waker

Is Misperceived Brahman

4th Quarter :
•

Result of Jnanam

•

Avidya granti Nasha is broken, destroyed

Saha Avidya Granti Vihirati :

•

In this verse 56, Avidya Granti Nasha, knot of ignorance = Avidya
Granthi
Misidentification = Wrong identification

Self identification

Right
- I am Atma

Wrong
- I am 3 Sharirams
- Sthula, Sukshma, Karana Shariram
- 3 Identifications are Granthi - Knot
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•

Here Vidyaranya takes Avidya as Karana Shariram, moola Avidya

•

In this context, Avidya = Misidentification with Karana Shariram

How is this Misidentification expressed?
a) As Aham iti Tadatmayam, Saying :
•

I am ignorant

•

Ignorance does not belong to Atma

•

Ignorance is part of Karana Shariram

•

Avarana Shakti of Karana Shariram is called ignorance

I can Say :

•

Karana Shariram is ignorant or has ignorance

I Say :

•

I am ignorant

•

I don’t know anything, identification with ignorance indicates identification with
Karana Shariram which is called Avidya Granthi

•

Jnani drops the notion, I am ignorant

•

Replaces it with I am Sakshi which reveals the ignorance in sleep and knowledge in
waking and dream
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Who is Jnani?
Jnani not

•

Ignorant

Or knowledgeable

Ignorance belongs to Karana
Shariram

Knowledge belongs to Sukshma
Shariram

Both do not belong to Atma
I - Am illuminator of

Ignorance

Knowledge

b) I transcend ignorance and knowledge :
•

This is called Vidya Granti Vikaryam

c) Ajnaya Aham iti Tadatmyam :

•

Misidentification in the form of I am ignorant
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d) Ajnayasya Atmata :
•

Ultimately, we take Karana Shariram is oneself

o I Slept well, ego not Sakshi
o I didn’t know anything

o Sakshi equated to ego - Sleeper due to Adhyasa
o Ajnanam being myself

o Karana Shariram being myself
e) Yatu This condition

f) Eshaha Avidya Grantihi Syat :
•

This is called Avidya knot

•

Definition of Avidya in Mundak

g) Saha Cha :
•

Avidya Granti

h) Bodhayad Vikiryate :
•

By self knowledge, this Avidya granthi is destroyed, dismantled.

•

This is Phalam of self knowledge with this 2nd Chapter - 1st Section is over with 10
Verses
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2nd Chapter - 1st Section
1st and 2nd Idea highlighted
i) Brahman Satyam
ii) Jagan Mithya

3rd Idea
iii) Jivo Braheiva Na paraha is
hinted

•

Last Mantra 10 - Etad Nyo tad Nihitad Guhayam

•

Aikyam indicated here is elaborated in next session

•

2nd Chapter - 2nd Section - Mahavakyam Pradhana Section - Pithy, Important portion
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Verse 57 : Important

Brahman being self-luminous manifests of its own accord. being of the
nature of one's self, it is the most immediate. And the realisation that
everything is superimposed upon Brahman is known as knowledge of
Brahman. [Chapter 6 - Verse 57]
Mundak Upanishad :

Bright, existing very close, moving in the cavity of the heart ; great and the support of all; in
Him breathes and winks. Know it which is both with form and without form, the most
adorable, the highest of beings, the One beyond the understanding of creatures. [II – II – 1]
•

All great mantras, whole section is Mahavakyam

•

Generally we say, there are 4 Sample mahavakyams

•

100’s of Mahavakyam…

•

Whole 2nd section = Mahavakya

= Jivatma / Paramatma Aikyam
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a) Aavis Sannihitam Tad Padam :

•

Aavihi = Self evident consciousness

•

Sannihitam = Intimately Available as oneself

= Sakshi Chaitanyam
= Aham pada lakshyartaha

•

I am the intimately available, self evident consciousness principle

•

Reveals Jivatma = Aham pada lakshyartha

b) Mahat Padam = Parmatma tat Pada Lakshyartha :
•

Ultimate greatest goal
Padam

Goal

Basis of everything

Infinite Brahman

Vishwa Adharam

Aavis Sannihitam

Aavis Sannihitam Guhadharan nama Mahat Padam

Jiva

Jivatma, Paramatma, Aikyam

•

This is Aikyam Samanadikaranyam, not Bada here

•

Brahman is that on which everything is superimposed, indicates jagan Mithyatvam

•

This mantra also has Brahma satyam, jagan Mithya, Jivo Braheiva Na paraha
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c) Aavir Butam :
Tiro Bhavam

- Never exists

Aavir bavam

- Always exists
- Evidently manifesting
- Atma is always evident

•

During day time, when you walk on the road you experience Vehicles, Shops, people

•

Experience all along with Sunlight, Available all over, ever experienced, taken for
granted.

•

Surya Prakasha associated with all objects, therefore object is evident

•

Like Surya Prakasha is light of Consciousness

•

Whatever you know because it is associated with Consciousness

•

Because consciousness is self evident, everything else becomes evidence

•

Evidence of every object is because of Consciousness

•

Consciousness is evident not because of objects

•

Consciousness is meaning of word ‘I’ which we refuse to claim

•

Because of consciousness, I take body, mind, intellect, Sense organs, objects thoughts
around as myself

•

Chaitanyam in and through is missed

•

Upanishad focus on that Aavir butam = Ever evident
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Why ever evident?

•

Avirbutam Svayam Banat it is self Evident

•

Banam = Shining = Evident = No Special effort required to be aware of it

d) Sannihitam :
•

Intimately, closely available

•

It is one with me

•

It is me

•

Here proximity indicates One-ness

•

Consciousness is one

e) Guhacharam :

•

In Verse 55 - Deha Trayam guhayam Sakshi Yat Chaitanyam Vidyate

•

Within the cave of 3 Bodies is Sakshi Chaitanyam

•

Upto this is the real meaning of I

f) Yatu Brahman bavati :

•

Whatever is that Sakshi Chaitanyam is Brahman Chaitanyam

•

Learn to claim this

•

I am not Small individual confined to the body
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Big Jump :
• I am Brahman, notion I am individual, have to merge somewhere has to be dropped
• I have to die, merge somewhere and should not come back
• This idea of Moksha is very strong
• This has to be given up
• I am Adhishtanam in which 3 States, 3 Sharirams, 5 koshas are travelling
• Small ‘I’, Petty ‘I’, Miserable ‘I’ should be displaced
• For a junior student, Yat Sakshat karanat bave na Punara vrutti… wont come back
• For senior student, no going, coming
• I am the eternal immortal, changeless reality
• Everything goes and comes in me
• Time and space Superimposed in me, Chaitanyam
g) Asmin Sarvam kalpitam : Upanishad :
• Uses Samarpitam, kalpitam, Superimposition because it is not real
• Mithyatvam is indicated by kalpitam
• Mithya Prapancha has been there always in me from beginningless time
• Even if few Jivas are liberated, Prapancha exists for others
• Infinite Jivas are there, no dent in Chaitanyam
• If finite Jivas, then last Jiva liberated, then god unemployed.
• These are imaginations, Jivas not finite, world, Srishti, Ishvara required.
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What about me?

•

In me alone, I am allowing - Jiva / jagat / Ishvara - Triangle to move about

•

I see Jiva / Jagat / Ishvara as Vyavaharika Triangle Superimposed on me, the
Paramartikam brahman.

•

Discussed in Vivekachudamani meditation session - 40 Verses

•

All these aspects seen

•

I am Brahman, world is Mithya = Sarvam Asmin kalpitam

•

Difficult to accept near and dear as Mithya in the world
Problems
Intellectual challenge

Emotional challenge
- Difficult to cross
- Body also Mithya

•

Other schools throw intellectual challenge

Ramanuja Acharya - Introduction - Purva paksha = Advaitin :
•

He came after Shankara
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Shankara
- Brahma Sutra Bashyam
- Contains Adhyasa Bashyam

Ramanujam

Aim :
- Demolishes Adhyasa
- Sapta Vida Anupapattihi
- Intellectual challenge
- How world Mithya

•

For many intellectually and emotionally not acceptable

•

If 2 problems are there, continue karma Yoga and Vedanta Sravanam

h) Iti Dihi = Aparoksha Jnanam
i) Bodhaha Ikshyate :

•

This understanding is called Atma Jnanam

•

Get rid of all ideas of Mysticism and Mystic experiences
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Verse 58 :

If that cognition is not enduring then one must meditate upon pranava. Just
as a target is aimed at by an arrow, in the same way one must direct one's
toward Brahman. [Chapter 6 - Verse 58]
•

Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya continues and Omkara Dhyanam introduced

Mundak Upanishad : Introduces Omkara Dhyanam with Archery example

Luminous, subtler than even the subtlest, that imperishable Brahman alone is the abode of the
world and all its inhabitants. He is life, speech, mind, reality, immortality. That is the mark
(goal) which should be penetrated by the mind. Penetrate it, O my friend. [II – II – 2]
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Having taken the great weapon – the bow furnished by the Upanishad-s and fixed in it the
arrow rendered pointed by constant meditation ; and having drawn it with the mind fixed on
the Brahman, O good-looking youth! Penetrate that mark – the Immortal Brahman. [II – II – 3]

The Pranava is the bow, the Atman is the arrow and the Brahman is said to be its mark (goal). It
should be hit by one who is self-collected and like the arrow, becomes one with the mark i.e.
Brahman. [II – II – 4]
•

Famous example of Mundak Upanishad
Archery

4 Factors
Archer

Bow

Arrow

Target

User

Instrument

Aim : Arrow away
now

Aim : Should reach
target

Must hit target and stay not fall
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Preparations required :

• Arrow - Must be straight, if crooked wont travel properly
- Tip must be Sharp, it should be shot with full focus
3 Factors

Straightness

Sharpness

Focus

Vedanta Enquiry :

Archer

Bow

Arrow

Target

Guru has to reach
Jivatma to Paramatma

Instrument = Shastra
Pramanam

Jivatma

Paramatma

Logic :
• Arrow - Target - Physically away

• Distance covered through motion, bowstring, bow is required
• String has tension, draw the string and release

• Because of tension and motion of string arrow is able to move forward
• Arrow has to cover physical distance and reach

• Jivatma, Paramatma - No distance
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No Distance - 2 Reasons
Paramatma
- All Pervading

Jivatma

- No difference between Jivatma and
Paramatma
- Jivatma thinks I am different, away
- Difference and distance not actually
there
- It is a notional situation
- Notional gap has to be removed

•

Any notion is because of ignorance

•

Distance = Ignorance, need knowledge

•

Knowledge alone removes ignorance and ignorance born distance

•

Knowledge comes only through a Shastra Pramanam.

•

Shastra (Bow) - Ohmkara

•

Spiritual Journey - Using Ohmkara
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Ohmkara Plays important role in
Religious Life

Spiritual Life
- Used for enquiry
- Chapter 8 - Chandogyo,
Mandukya Upanishad
- Ohmkara Dhyanam
Ohmkara = Bow, Pramana

Upasana Rupa Dhyanam

Ohmkara Vichara

- Before Vichara
- For Sadhana
Chatushtaya Sampatti

Sravanam / Mananam

•

Jivatma = Arrow

•

Paramatma = Target

•

Spiritual Journey = Archery

•

Guru not mentioned

•

Vidyaranya makes Slight difference

Nididhyasanam Rupa
Dhyanam
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Deviation : Example :

•

Modified

Mundak Upanishad :

The Pranava is the bow, the Atman is the arrow and the Brahman is said to be its mark (goal). It
should be hit by one who is self-collected and like the arrow, becomes one with the mark i.e.
Brahman. [II – II – 4]

Shankara’s Presentation :
•

Pranava = Dhanu = Ohamkara

•

Sharaha = Jivatma = Arrow

•

Brahman tal Lakshyam = Paramatma = target, goal of arrow
Arrow = Atma
Shankara
Jivatma

Body

Mind
Prashanta Atma
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Gita :

Serene-minded, fearless, firm in the vow of Brahmacarya, having controlled the mind,
meditating, thinking of Me and balanced, let him sit, having Me as the supreme goal.
[Chapter 6 – Verse 14]

Perform action O Dhananjaya, abandoning attachment, being steadfast in yoga, and balanced
in success and failure. “Evenness of mind is called Yoga.” [Chapter 2 - Verse 48]
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•

Karma Yoga is for Atma Shuddhi - Mind Satchit Ananda pure

•

Atma in sloka is Antahkarana

•

Vidyaranya takes arrow as our mind

Archer

Bow

Arrow

Target

Seeker

Ohmkara

Mind

Brahman

•

Arrow fixed to bow, mind fixed to Ohmkara, mind has to reach brahman

•

Reaching brahman = knowing brahman

•

After mind reaches brahman, it should abide in Brahman

Gita :

Intellect absorbed in That, their Self being That, established in That, with That for their
supreme Goal, they go whence there is no return, their sins dispelled by Knowledge.
[Chapter 5 – Verse 17]

•

After Jnanam mind should abide in Jnanam.
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Gita :

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]
•

Jnana should put on Ahamkara Vesha, conduct Vyavahara, play all the roles
Conscious Mind

- Involved

Sub-conscious mind

- Deeper mind
- Never looses sight of fact

Example :

•

Musician has one corner of Mind hooked to tambura

•

Hooked to Pitch even though he uses the mind for Music

Modification of Vidyaranya :
•

Instead of taking Jivatma as the arrow, he takes the buddhi component alone
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Reflected Consciousness
- Jiva
•

Buddhi
- Arrow
- “Dhi”

Here Ohmkara after Sravanam / Mananam - it is Nididhyasanam Rupa Dhyanam

a) Sa Dhihi Chennas Sthira :
2 Meanings - Dhihi
Dhihi

Dhihi

Knowledge

Intellect

•

Above mentioned knowledge, brahman Satyam, jagan Mithya, Aham Braheiva na
Paraha
b) Na Sthira Chet :
• If knowledge not well established
Student complaint :
• Everything wonderful in the Class
• Arthapatti Pramanena Chappal on, teaching gone
• Vedanta does not help because knowledge is not staying
• Arjuna complained the Same
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Gita :

Arjuna said : This ‘Yoga of equanimity’, taught by Thee, O slayer of Madhu, I see not its
enduring continuity because of the restlessness (of the mind). [Chapter 6 – Verse 33]

•

Your teaching I don’t see steadily available in my Buddhi

•

Because of my restless, wandering, Pre-occupied worried, stressed mind

•

Sthira Na chet…

c) Tarhi :
•

If its not steady do Nididhyasanam with Ohmkara

•

Ohmkara Alambanam not compulsory for support

Mandukya, Vichara Sagara :
•

Ohmkara ‘Nididhyasanam’ given by Shankara in Panchikaranam

•

A → Resolve into U → U into Ma → MA into silence
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Parallelly :
A

V/V→

Resolve into T / H

U

T/H→

Resolve into P / I

M

P/I→

Resolve into Turiyam - Silence

Ishvara

Turiyam

Vyavahrikam

Paramartikam

•

Vyavaharikam should be resolved into Paramartikam

•

Resolving = Pravilapanam = Understanding that they don’t exist from me the
Turiyam, Satchit Ananda Atma

o A→V/V
o V→T/H

None of 3 Triputis - 9 Factors are Vyavaharikam

o M→P/I

•

They don’t have their intrinsic existence

•

I - Paramartika Satyam lend existence to 9 factors

•

I Brahman Paramartikam

•

Turiyam has Maya Shakti

•

I lend existence in the form of Reflected Existence
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Consciousness

Existence

Exists in Reflected form

Also is there in reflected form

Chit Abhasa

Sad Abhasa

Both Reflections

•

This understanding is called resolution, dissolution, Pravilapana Dhyanam
(Vivekchudamani)

•

Pravilapana Dhyanam with Alambanam of Ohmkara is Pranava Dhyanam

d)
Pranavena

Vichintayet

Ohmkara

May you Practice Nididhyasanam

e) Banena Vidyate Lakshyam Shipram :
• There is a Book in which there is Sanskrit commentary on Anubhuti prakasha Muthu
Krishna Shastrigal
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f) Vidyet Brahma Taya / Tatha Dhiya :
• A Particular target is hit with Arrow
• Similarly with help of intellect (Arrow)
• Shankara - Arrow - Jivatma
• May you reach Brahman through knowledge
• Introduction of example
Revision : Verse 58

a) Avirsannihitam :
• Guhayam = Tvam pada Lakshayrtha

Mundak Upanishad :

Bright, existing very close, moving in the cavity of the heart ; great and the support of all; in
Him breathes and winks. Know it which is both with form and without form, the most
adorable, the highest of beings, the One beyond the understanding of creatures. [II – II – 1]
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Luminous, subtler than even the subtlest, that imperishable Brahman alone is the abode of the
world and all its inhabitants. He is life, speech, mind, reality, immortality. That is the mark
(goal) which should be penetrated by the mind. Penetrate it, O my friend. [II – II – 2]
b) Mahat padam = Tat Pada Lakshyartha :
•

Samanadhi Karanyam = Aikyam

c) Yad Archimat - Aksharam Brahma :
Chapter 2 - 1st Section :
•

Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya discussed

Chapter 2 - 2nd Section - Verse 1 and 2 :
•

Jivo Braheiva na Paraha Mahavakyam

•

3 Important components covered
Reduce 3 to 2
Brahma Aham Satyam

- I Consciousness alone am the
reality

Jagan Mithya
- Objects of world are of lesser
order of reality
- Unreal
- World has ETU
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•

World has experiencability, transactability, utility, we acknowledge

•

Jnani continues to use the world, not absolute reality

•

World Borrows existence from Brahman, hence Mithya
o Borrower of existence
o Svapna Prapancha
o Mithya

•

Jagrat Prapancha is borrower of existence

•

Whatever borrows existence is Mithya Inspite of ETU

•

Svapna Prapancha has ETU in Svapna

•

Jagrat Prapancha has ETU in Jagrat

•

We acknowledge and Admit, but both Jagrat and Svapna borrow existence from
Brahman which is myself

•

I alone am Satyam, everything else is Mithya, inspite of ETU

•

I lend existence to this world

•

Through Sravanam / Mananam, this teaching has to be absorbed

There is difficulty in :
i) Stability of this knowledge

ii) Availability of this knowledge in Transactions
•

Need not deliberately, consciously remember this throughough worldly transactions.
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•

We put conscious mind in Many topics during worldly transactions

•

All the time, need not remember Aham Brahma Asmi

•

This knowledge should be handy when the world generates the idea that I am
Samsari

•

Every experience doesn’t create Samsara

•

Some powerful Prarabda events trigger Samsara Bavana and continue until death

•

Bavana = Notion, when triggered, this knowledge must punch that idea

•

Like Corona, Samsara virus may enter but booster Dose must knock off Samsara Virus

•

That alone is the Aim

•

This happens by Practice of Nididhyasanam when we push the Conscious knowledge
into the Sub-coscious mind

•

Knowledge should be there at the Surface level of the Sub-conscious mind

•

Liquid Cash… Emergency cash, use card

•

Knowledge must he available when any experience triggers Samsara notion, give
one Punch

•

For the ‘Nididhyasanam’, recommended by Archery example

•

Banena lakshyam Vidyate

•

Target is Struck by Arrow for which Bow is landing Pad
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- Arrow Buddhi
- Jivatma
- Bow
- Ohmkara Meditation

- Paramatma Atma,
Brahma Target

Mundak Upanishad :

The Pranava is the bow, the Atman is the arrow and the Brahman is said to be its mark (goal). It
should be hit by one who is self-collected and like the arrow, becomes one with the mark i.e.
Brahman. [II – II – 4]

•

Vidyaranya

Shankara

Arrow = Buddhi

Arrow = Jivatma

Striking = Claiming I am Brahman.
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Verse 59 :

it is mind that is the arrow, the Pranava is the bow, and Brahman is the
target. With diligence it must be meditated upon in such a way that mind
will be fixed upon Brahman. [Chapter 6 - Verse 59]
Mundak Upanishad :

The Pranava is the bow, the Atman is the arrow and the Brahman is said to be its mark (goal). It
should be hit by one who is self-collected and like the arrow, becomes one with the mark i.e.
Brahman. [II – II – 4]
a) Dhir - Bannaha :

• Arrow = Buddhi

Body

Atma - used as
Mind

Buddhi

Atma
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b) Dhanuhu = Ohmkara :
•

Bow releases Arrow towards the target

•

Ohmkara = Instrument

•

Can do meditation only if one has done Ohmkara Vichara in Sravanam and Mananam

•

Study Mandukya Upanishad thoroughly

•

A → Vishwa - Virat

•

U → Teijasa - Hiranyagarbha

•

M → Prajna - Ishvara

•

Turiyam → Paramartika Satyam
→ Na Antap Prajnan

•

9 items = Vyavaharika Satyam

Mandukya Upanishad :
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It is not that which is conscious of the internal subjective world, nor that which is conscious of
the external world, nor that which is conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of
consciousness, nor that which is simple consciousness, nor is it unconsciousness: it is unseen
by any sense-organ, beyond empirical dealings, incomprehensible by the mind, uninferable,
unthinkable, indescribable, essentially by of the self alone, negation of all phenomena, the
peaceful, the auspicious and the non-dual. This is what is considered as the fourth (Turiya).
This is the Atman and this is to be realised. [Mantra 7]
• 9 Items = vyavaharika Satyam
• Then Ohmkara useful
• Otherwise chant, not meaningful
b) Brahma Tal lakshya Muchyate :
• Brahman - Target to be arrived at
• Resolve A-kara into U-kara Ma-kara - Arrive at brahman Turiyam
Tal Lakshyam :
• Tasya Banasya Lakshyam
• Target of the Arrow
c) Apramattena Bhodavyam :
• Vedavyam strike target without distraction, with focused mind, without other Preoccupation in the mind
• Pramada = Distraction, negligent, carelessness, wandering
• 100% Mind should be available for Nididhyasanam.
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Details in Gita - Chapter 6 :
•

By Undistracted meditation, brahman should be known

•

Nididhyasanam not Pramanam, Vedanta Vakyam is Pramanam

•

Jnanam should come during Sravanam, Mananam
Mahavayam

Avantara Vakyam

Gives Aparoksha Jnanam

Gives paroksha Jnanam

Panchadasi :

An indirect knowledge of Brahman by the intellect can gained from other Sruti Passages also;
but direct knowledge is achieved by Meditating on the great Sayings of the Sruti.
[Chapter 7 - Verse 69]
Avantara Vakyam :

•

Brahma Lakshana vakhyani, defining statements

•

Gives paroksha Jnanam

•

There is Brahman of such and such nature
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Mahavakyam :
•

Brahman equated to student, listener, Atma, Tat Tvam Asi, it is Mahavakyam

•

Both Avantara and Mahavakya Jnanam takes place in Sravanam, Mananam only

•

Paroksha - Aparoksha Jnanam During Sravanam / Mananam

•

Nididhyasanam not meant for Jnanam

•

Nididhyasanam meant for bringing knowledge to my conscious mind

•

The knowledge already gained by the Guru

Example :
•

Cow brings food in mouth, chews cud, Cow doesn’t get grass from outside

•

Already inside brings it to the mouth and chews

•

We do exactly that

•

Knowledge we have, bringing that knowledge

•

When involved in Vyavaharam, knowledge is not available to chew

•

In ‘Nididhyasanam’ Dwell on the knowledge
Jiva Bava
- Durbali Karanam
- Drop

•
•

Brahman Bava
- Prabali Karanam
- Put on

Tell myself I am Brahman, intellect should Agree
Don’t look myself as Samsari
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•

Moksha not Sadhyam, a goal, anti Mahavakyam

•

After Mahavakyam never entertain Sadhyatva buddhi Bavana

•

Bombard my intellect

Intellect Submits :

•

I will not do that, under no Circumstances

•

In next ‘Nididhyasanam’ give more depth of reasoning.

•

It should be born of understanding not conditioning.

•

Steps clear, because Sravanam / Mananam done Properly

•

In ‘Nididhyasanam’, Meditate, not know

c) Brahmani Dhi Lagna Bavet : Gita :

Little by little, let him attain quietude by his intellect held firm; having made the mind
established in the Self, let him not think of anything. [Chapter 6 – Verse 25]
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Lagna :
•

Let the mind be fixed on Brahman, rivetted

•

During 15 Minutes don’t think on worldly based Personality

•

Roles belong to Costume

Invoke :

•

I am Brahman

•

Dhihi Lagna Bhavet = Dharana, Dhyana, Samadhi in Yogic language

•

Dharana = Fixing the mind

•

Dhyanam = Retain mind in the thought.

•

Samadhi = Mind absorbed in Brahman

•

I forget Surrounding, not a mystic State

•

It happens to us when we are absorbed in seeing, listening to something, Cricket

•

All fans in Samadhi, Absorption

Vedanta topic of Absorption :

•

I am Sarva Adhishtanam Brahma = Nididhyasanam.
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Verse 60, 61:

The dart of an arrow implanted deeply in the target will not come out even
when it is pulled out. Leaving out its dart, the arrow may come out, but the
latter is useless. Like this, the mind fixed upon. Brahman will never come out
on any account. But the sense of sight, etc., may function toward external
objects without serving any purpose whatsoever. [Chapter 6 - Verse 60, 61]
Verse 60 :

•

Keep dissimilarities, focus on Similarity

10th Man :

•

Thought lost, counted 9, 10th Missed, hit head against tree, went against guru, bump
on head, you are 10th, Problem - Worry solved, Bump = Prarabda

•

After Jnanam, Prarabda bump continues

•

Extension of example
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Arrow has 2 Components

Wood

Metal Tip dipped in poison to kill
Animal

Banaha

Bhana Shaya

2 Results of hitting target
Arrow Pierces target

Bana Part comes away
Metal tip remains in the target

Practice Deep - Nididhyasanam
Sub-conscious mind deeply stuck

- Metal tip in Brahman
- Pashyan, Srnvan continues
- Deeper mind is in brahman

Ends Nididhyasanam comes to Ahamkara
costume
-

Conscious mind like arrow comes
Sharp tip remains
Deep intellect remains in Brahman
Person can never forget “I am brahman”
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Extension of example :
a) Dridham laghnam Banah Shalyam Akrushtam :
•

Mental Tip of Bana which is deeply implanted, Akrushtam Api - Even if pulled

b) Shalyam - Na Vrajet :
•

Mental tip will not come

•

Sharp, imbedded in the target, if you pull harder

c) Muktah Shalyaha Samagachhet banaha Eva :

•

If you pull harder, only the arrow part will come out without the metal part

d) Vratha :

•

That arrow is of no use, can’t use to strike target, has no sharp metal tip

•

Arrow alone will come away, Upto this is extension of example

Verse 61 :
a) Evam :
•

Yatha connected to evam in this Sloka

•

As in the case of the arrow, in the follow case also

b) Brahma Sam lagna Dhi :

•

Buddhi deeply imbedded, soaked in awareness that I am brahman.
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c) Svayam Kutrachitu Na Ayati :

•

By itself, easily it will not come

Example :

•

Last powerful scene in Movie, has impression in mind

•

Eat, sometimes impact continues

•

Similarly for a Teevra mumukshu, impact of Brahman experience in the intellect,
remains

•

Svayam Na Ayathi

d) Akinchit Karam Charshur Adhi - Eva :

•

Only Jnana Indriyam comes away from meditation, engaging in worldly activities

e) Bahyat Ayathi :
•

Comes outwards

•

During meditation, he has withdrawn the sense organs.

Gita - Chapter 5 :
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Shutting out (all) external contacts and fixing the gaze (as though) between the eyebrows,
equalising the outgoing and incoming breath moving within the nostrils. [Chapter 5 – Verse 27]

What kind of sense organs?
f) Akinchit Karam :

•

Which can’t cause Samsara, not have deep impact

•

It is the mind which makes experiences of sense organs into Samsara

•

Mind interprets message and converts it into Samsara

Example :

•

Loss of job

•

Mind interprets - Savings, how to live? Panicks

•

Sense organs are not of big consequence - Akinchit Karam

•

Harmless sense organs only come out, useful for worldly transactions

•

Pasyan, Srnvan, Sparsan… Happens

•

Most of our transactions are habitual transactions

•

Don't require deep mind - Worry continues while transacting

Jnani :
•

Transactions go on

•

Deep part of mind is anchored, based in Brahman, which is of my nature

•

Therefore, Jnani will have transactions, but do not generate samsara bhavana.
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Gita :

Resting in Brahman, with steady intellect and undeluded, the knower of Brahman, neither
rejoices on obtaining what is pleasant, nor grieves on obtaining what is unpleasant.
[Chapter 5 – Verse 20]
•

Complementary verse

•

Jnani goes through Prarabda conditions

•

Priyam Prapya Na Praharshayet

•

When happy occasion happens, he enjoys but does not get lost in that

•

Na Udvijet Cha Priyam…

•

In difficult situations, mind gets disturbed, nothing happens to Jnani

•

Jnani does not think he is Samsari, everything is gone!

•

Looks events as Prarabdha event for Ahamkara, I am not Samsari

•

All this is because of Nididhyasanam

•

Ayati = comes back = Verb.
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Verse 62 :

He who has activities in the form of seeing, etc., with his sense-organs as
before and who is not overwhelmed by success and failure, is designated as
one who is liberated and yet alive. [Chapter 6 - Verse 62]
•

Jnani is Jnana Nishta, Jeevan Muktaha, in and through all Vyavahara, he remembers
: I am ever liberated

a) Yaha :
•

That Nidhidhyasuhu

b) Indriyaihi Darshanadhi Kriyaha Kurvam :
•

With the help of sense organs he is engaged in Kriyaha, activity

c) Darshana Adhi - Seeing :
•

Pashyan, Srnvan, Jigran…

d) Siddhi Asiddhi Na Janati :
•

Na Priye Prapya, Na Dvije Prapya Na Priyam
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Siddhi
Success
Expected result

Unexpected Result
- Failure

- Success
- Judgement Value given by us
•

Joint venture partners - 5% Profit - One says failure, other - Says success
One expected profit

One did not expect profit

- 10%

- Breakeven
- 5% Success

•

Success and failure are value judgement by our interpreting intellect

•

What comes is result of action
Karma Yoga
- Ishvara Prasada

- Goes up and Down

Jnana Yoga
-

Karma Phalam
Not success, failure
Prahrishyet or Dvijet
Maintains mental balance
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Gita :

Having made pleasure and pain, gain and loss, victory and defeat the same, engage in battle
for the sake of battle; thus, you shall not incur sin.[Chapter 2 - Verse 38]
• Jnani not aware of success and failures
• Others sympathise, congratulate - Jnani has Samatvam
e) Saha Jeevan Mukte Uchyate :
• Such a person is liberated has emotional benefit of Nididhyasanam
Intellectual benefit :
• I am Brahman
• Good - Bad emotions do not belong to me, therefore, Mithya
• Many do not value intellectual benefit, hence we highlight the emotional benefit
• Emotionally balanced
• Emotional secondary benefit of Vedanta
Primary Benefit :
• Aham brahma Asmi not touched by emotions.
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Verse 63 :

One must pursue meditation upon pranava in a manner set forth in the text
pancikarana (of Sri Sankara). by that the substratal principle of the world
which is one only will aways be seen. [Chapter 6 - Verse 63]
•

Ohmkara Nididhyasanam highlighted

•

In meditation follow method of Shankara's Panchaikaranam - Prose from text,
Ohmkara Dhyanam - Upasana for Nididhyasanam

Panchikaranam discussed in Vichara Sagara - Chapter 5 :
o A - Vishwa / Virat

o U - Teijasa / Hiranyagarbha
o M - Prajna / Ishvara

•

Pravilapanam of Taittriya

•

1st - 3rd → 2nd - 3rd → 3rd into 4th

What is resolution?
•

Understanding, awareness

•

No 2nd thing Sukshma, is Karanam for Sthulam
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o Sthulam
o Karyam, doesn’t exist separate from Sukshma the Karanam
Resolution of pot into Clay is understanding :
• There is no such thing as pot other than clay
No Pot other than

No world other than Brahman

Clay

Chaitanyam

• Continue to use the pot, handle the pot
Aware :
• Pot is word given to a shape, for the sake of transaction naming has been done
• No such thing called Pot
• It is Nama, Rupa, Karma
What is the Substance? Clay :
• 1st Layer does not exist without 2nd
• No waker without Subtle body
• 2nd Layer does not exist without 3rd no Dreamer without Sleeper
• Prajna - Ishvara - Resolved
• Understand, 3 Borrow existence from me, Brahman
• This Awareness is resolution not Adding Sugar and Mixing
• No physical action involved
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•

Pure Awareness of this fact

•

Finally, all resolved into Turiyam

•

That Turiyam - Aham Asmi

a) Panchikarana Ukta Margaha :
•

Panchikruta = Panchikaranam, Name of Text, Vartikam - 140 Verses

b) Pranava Dhyanam Acharet :
•

This is Ohmkara Dhyanam

c) Ekam Eva Ikshyate :
•

Thereafter he sees - There is only one Basis, Adhishtanam for Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara
Triangle

•

One common Substratum is Sat Brahman

•

Sad Ikshyate - Satu, Jagat Adhishtanam Ekam Eva Ikshyate

•

One Non-dual Basis of the Universe alone exists

•

Which is Sat = Pure Existence, Sadikshyate

What is Pure Existence?

a) Not a part, Product, property of world
b) Existence is an independent reality

c) Existence lends existence to every object :
•

All Solid objects are only Name, form, function.
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d) Existence not limited by boundary of the object
e) Existence continues to exist even when everything is resolved in Pralayam :
• Pure existence is
How will it be like?
Shankara :
• In Deep Sleep State, Brahman alone you are experiencing
Dakshinamurthy Stotram :

On folding up all the functions of the senses, He who enters into a state of deep-sleep and
there becomes existence veiled in maya, like the sun or the moon during eclipse, and who, on
waking, remembers to have slept.. To Him, the divine teacher, Sri Dakshinamurthy, is this
prostration. [Verse 6]

•

During sleep, we are pure existence
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Chandogyo Upanishad :

Uddālaka Āruṇi said to his son Śvetaketu: ‘O Somya, let me explain to you the concept of deep
sleep. When a person is said to be sleeping, O Somya, he becomes one with Sat [Existence],
and he attains his real Self. That is why people say about him, “He is sleeping.” He is then in his
Self’. [6 - 8 - 1]
•

Pure existence - I alone am

•

Wall is - Sun is… Is ness is what I lend

•

I lend existence to Sun, moon…

Who am I?
•

Above is one reading

2nd Reading - Sad Ekshyate - Sada ikshyate :
•

Jnani always sees one thing

•

Jnani always aware of Jagat Adhishtanam, sat, pure existence

•

Sarvatmakam Asatkalpartaka basate

•

Tie up all things by Pranava Nididhyasanam
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Revision : Verse 63
i)
2nd Chapter
1st Section

2nd Section

- Srishti Prakaranam

- Mahavakyam Magnified
- Aikyam revealed
- Aikyam Jnanam, Phalam
Discussed
Srishti Prakaranam

Brahman
- Karanam
- Independently existing
- Satyam
•

Jagat
- Karyam
- Dependently existing
- Mithya

Brahman Satyam, Jagan Mithya established
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End of Section : Mundak Upanishad :

The Purusa alone is all this Universe – the sacrificial works (Karma) and austerities (Tapas). O
good-looking youth! He who knows this highest and immortal Brahman as seated in the cavity
of the heart, unties the knot of ignorance even here, in this very life. [II – I – 10]
Mahavakyam Magnified :

•

Jivo Braheiva na paraha

•

Satyam Brahma should be understood as the Atma Chaitanyam obtaining within
ones own Mind

• Nihitam guhayam, indicates Jiva = Brahman
• Lakshyartha Jiva = Sakshi Chaitanyam
• Mahavakyam and Jivatma Paramatma Aikyam briefly mentioned
2nd Section :
• Mahavakyam Magnified
• Chapter 2 - Section 1 and 2 are central teaching of Mundak Upanishad
• Chapter 2 - 2 - 1 and 2 - 2 Mantras, Aikyam pointed out
• Chapter 2 - 2 - 3 and 4
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Ohmkara Dhyanam
Employed in 2 ways

Senior Student
-

After Sravanam / Mananam
Get Aparoksha Jnanam
Convinced Aham Brahma Asmi
Dhyanam is Nididhyasanam to get
Jnana Nishta
- Habitual Bavana Jivosmi negated
and Jnanam converted to Jnana
Nishta
- Pratibandha Nivritti, Viparita bavana
Nivritti

Junior Student
- Deficiency in Sadhana Chatushtaya
Sampatti
- Sravanam, Mananam = Jnanam
- Knows Brahma Satyam jagan
Mithya
No Courage to Say :
- Aham Braheiva na Paraha
- I am liberated

2nd Student :

•

I am Jagat Adhishtanam Jnanam is obstructed, Ohmkara Dhyanam = Brahma
Upasanam Panchadasi Chapter 9 Nirguna Brahma Upasanam

1st Student :
•

Unobstructed knowledge is there

•

Jnana Nishta Obstructed
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Ohmkara
Nididhyasanam

-

Senior Student
For Jnana Nishta
Leads to Nishta
Here

Upasanam
-

Junior Student
Removes obstructs for jnanam
Gets Jnanam
Sravanam and Mananam should
continue, till it gives Jnanam
- Leads to Jnanam

Verse 63 :
•

For senior student

•

What Ohmkara Dhyanam will do?

a) Panchikrutokta Margena :
•

Panchikrutam = Panchikaranam by Shankara - Ohmkara Dhyanam

Equated to :

o A - Vishwa / Virat
o U - Teijasa / Hiranyagarbha

o M - Prajna / Ishvara
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Resolve 3 Padas :
A

Vishwa

Virat

U

Teijasa

Hiranyagarbha

M

Prajna

Ishvara

3 Padas = Vyavaharika Satyam
Final Step : Resolve :

o M - Akara
o Prajna

o Ishvara
o Into Turiyam

o Na Antap Prajnam
•

Jiva / Jagat / Ishvara - Triangle - Vyavaharika Satyam resolved

•

Turiyam = Paramartika Satyam

•

Resolution is in the form of Deliberate thought

•

Thought based on Vedantic teaching = Resolution
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Thought :
•

Jiva / Jagat / Ishvara = Vyavaharika Satyam, do not exist separately from me the
Paramartika Satyam

•

Deliberate thought generated during Ohmkara Dhyanam

•

We are not interested in thoughtlessness = Yogis Samadhi (Chitta Vrutti Nirodha)

Vedantic Meditation :

•

Entertain Shastra Based thought

•

Turiyam alone is Paramartika Satyam

•

That Turiyam I am, entertain that thought, mind boggling thought.

• Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara dependent on me the Turiyam for their existence
• Me the Turiyam lend existence to Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara - 3 Padas
• Big conviction required
Before
- I depend on Bhagawan as Bhakta

Now
- Reverse Statement
- God depends on me
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Maya Panchakam :

Máyá which is skilful in accomplishing the impossible brings about the distinctions of the
world. Èshvara, and jèva in my consciousness, which is unique and eternal, partless and
impartite, and which is free from all distinctions. [Verse 1]
•

Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara - Difference projected in me which is Brahman

I am Brahman :
•

My Maya Shakti has projected Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara - Triangle
Adhishtanam

Adhyasa

I

Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara

Vivekachudamani :
•

40 Verses - On Nididhyasanam

•

Mundak talks of Omkara

b) Pranavat Dhyanam Acharet :
•

One should practice, Abhyase
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c) Tataha :
•

By that Nididhyasanam

d) Jagat Adhishtanam Ekam Eva Sada Ikshyate :
•

Thereafter, Jnani will be all the time aware of Adhishtanam of Jiva - Jagat - Ishvara

•

Only one Adhishtanam

•

After Nididhyasanam for a long time, this vision gets into my Sub-conscious mind

•

In the background of my mind, like, tambura Sruti for Musician, I remember Sarva
Adhishtanam Brahma

•

Sada Eka Lakshayate = Sada – Ikshyate

i) Sada Ikshate : Gita :

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]
•

Sada Ikshyate, Binary format
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I
- Aham Satyam alone exists
independently

•

World
- Experienced, Mithya
- Dependent on me

This Awareness = Binary format Jnana Nishta

ii) Sadikshyate :

•

Sadu Adhishtanam Ikshate

•

Pure existence I am

•

This is gained through Ohmkara Nididhyasanam
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Topic 8 : Verse 64 to 78
Verse 64 : The fruit of meditation

One must abandon all speech whether sacred or secular and meditate upon
Brahman. For him the lend of the mind and the self (and the characteristics
of the mind presented upon the self thereby) will be removed.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 64]
•

While Practicing Ohmkara Dhyanam make sure infrastructure is conducive.

Karma Yoga
- More PORT
- Possessions, obligatory duties,
relationships, transactions
- More Pancha Mahayagya

Jnana Yoga “Nididhyasanam”
-

PORT reduced
Vanaprastha, Sanyasa
Don’t take more responsibility
No time, no mind
Reduce contact
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Mundak Upanishad :

He in whom the heaven, the earth and the interspace are centered, together with the mind
and all life-breaths (Prana-s) – know Him alone as the one Self of all, and desist from all other
talk. This is the man’s bridge to the shore of Immortality (across the ocean of life). [II – II – 5]

Where all the nerves meet like the spokes of a chariot wheel in the hub, there within the heart
He moves, becoming manifold. Meditate on that Self as Om. Godspeed to you in crossing to
the farther shores beyond darkness. [II – II – 6]
•

Verbal transactions - Vak and karma Vyavahara reduced
Transactions - Vyavahara
Kahika

Vachika
2 Phones and Person in
front

Mano
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•

No quality time or quality mind

•

Vak Vyavahara represents Kahika and mano Vyapara, PORT reduction

a) Sarva Vachaha Parityajet :

•

Observe mounam, give-up talking

•

All Verbal transactions give-up

•

External Sanyasa Ashrama or not is your choice

•

Do you have quality time and Unpre-occupied mind

b) Laukiki Veidiki Cha :
•

Shastra Vakyam = Mirror Pramanam not end in itself, can remember all = Scholarship

•

Study tarqa, Mimamsa, Vyakaranam

•

Words meant to reveal, I am Satyam

•

Shastra vakyam = Mithya

•

Getting lost in Mithya Shastram - Miss observer I, which is already free

•

Instead of claiming Poornatvam, I may be complaining that I want to study more

•

I Pramata Samsari is dominant

•

Samsari pramata is involved in more and more study

•

I Pramata becomes obstacle in Shabdajdam, come to Triputi Ateeta Atma

•

Study is important
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Warning :
•

Shastra = Means, not end - Panchadasi :

An intelligent person, who has studied the scriptures and has practised what they enjoin
should discard them after experiencing Brahman as his Self, just as a man discards the husk
when he has found the grain. [Chapter 4 – Verse 46]

•

Eat rice grain

•

Don’t get caught in Husk Grain
Text Book

- Husk
- Don’t get lost in Shastra
•

Atma

- Grain
- Don’t miss Atma

Tatra Veda Aveda Bavanti

c) Brahma Dhyaye Ched :

•

Finding quality time and Unpre-occupied mind, if one Person practices brahma
Dhyanam with Ohmkara
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d) Tasya :
•

For that meditator

e) Dhi Granthyadi Vinashyati :
•

Obstacles to Moksha will go away

•

Buddhi Granthi or Avidya Granthi

•

Hridya Granthi - Knot of the heart

•

Intro to next Topic

•

What is knot of heart?
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Verse 65 : Important

The group of tendencies and the desire embedded in the mind get
destroyed; and doubts (relating to the nature of Brahman) are removed, and
his accumulated merits and demerits (excepting the fructified ones) are
destroyed when Brahman, compared to which the supreme Lord is lower, is
realized. [Chapter 6 - Verse 65]

•

Upto Verse 64 - Mundak Upanishad - Condensed :

He in whom the heaven, the earth and the interspace are centered, together with the mind
and all life-breaths (Prana-s) – know Him alone as the one Self of all, and desist from all other
talk. This is the man’s bridge to the shore of Immortality (across the ocean of life). [II – II – 5]

Where all the nerves meet like the spokes of a chariot wheel in the hub, there within the heart
He moves, becoming manifold. Meditate on that Self as Om. Godspeed to you in crossing to
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the farther shores beyond darkness. [II – II – 6]

Mundak Upanishad - Vidyaranya Skips Repetition :

He is “all-wise” and “all-knowing” and His, is verily, this glory manifest in the world. In the sky
of heart, - the luminous city of Brahman – He is established, clothed in mind and guiding life
and body. With His seat in the heart. He lives in the whole body of man. In the perfect
knowledge of Him, the wise realize the state of blissful Immortality. [II – II – 7]

When He is seen both in the higher and the lower, the knots of his heart becomes untied; all
doubts are dispelled; and all his Karma-s is consumed. [II – II – 8]

The stainless, indivisible Brahman, the pure, the light of all lights, is in the innermost sheath of
the golden hue-the highest. That is what the knowers of the Atman know. [II – II – 9]
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•

Benefit of ‘Nididhyasanam’, Jnana Nishta

A) Tasmin Paravare Drishte :
•

Paravaram = Turiyam Brahma

When brahman is seen - Darshanam - Aparokshataya Jnante Sati :

•

Brahman known as myself = Aproksha = Jnanam, understanding mahavakyam
When Mahavakya understood
3 Benefits

B
- Hridaya Granthi
Bhidyate
- Knot in the heart
snapped, severed
- Verse 67

C
- Sarva Samshaya
Chidyante
- All doubts gone

D
- Asya karmani
Sheeyante
- Punya papa Phalams
decay, end
- Sandigta
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Trividh Nasha and 3
Benefits of Nishta
(Aparoksha Jnanam)

Granthi Nasha

Samshaya Nasha

Karma Nasha

Following verses commentary on Mundak Upanishad :

The stainless, indivisible Brahman, the pure, the light of all lights, is in the innermost sheath of
the golden hue-the highest. That is what the knowers of the Atman know. [II – II – 9]
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Verse 66 : Important

The blend of consciousness and maya which is termed Avyakrta (and which
is God) and which is considered to be superior (to the sentient and
insentient beings) is inferior to Brahman - the pure consciousness. When
that pure consciousness is directly realised the bond between the mind and
consciousness gets destroyed. [Chapter 6 - Verse 66]

a) Para Vare :
•

Saptami Vibhakti, Brahman = Paravaram

•

Vidyaranya’s interpretation

•

Maya Ateetam = Brahman

•

Maya = Entire empherical realm, Space, time, distinctions of Jiva, jagat, Ishvara is
there

•

Available for all 6 instruments of knowledge

•

Pratyaksha, Anumana, Upamana, Arthapatti, Anupalabdhi, Shabda (Modern Scientific
Quantum physics cosmology)

•

All within Maya
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•

We don’t have instrument to reveal things beyond Maya

•

Know only from Shastra

•

Scientist will not Accept Shastra

Philosophy :
•

That which is speculated by pure intellect

•

Intellectual Speculation = Philosophy

•

Shastra = Theology, religion, scriptures

•

Mundak Upanishad, Advaita Darshanam Advaita theology

•

Shankara - Prasthana Trayam Bashyam not philosophy

•

Philosophers, Scientists reject Shastra

•

Speculation, theories, confine to maya Realm

•

Brahman = Maya Ateetam

•

Vigraha Vakyam
Param

Avaram

Maya Tattvam

Inferior

Yasya

•

That for which maya is inferior = Superior to Maya

•

Maya Ateetam Brahman = Transcendental reality

•

Drishte - Jnani able to claim, I am the Transcendental one, I transcend all
transaction.
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How do you say? You do all Transaction?
•

Blessed by me - Ahamkara consisting of Sharira Trayam and Chidabhasa

•

Chidabhasa = my blessing = within transaction

•

I appear to transact

Gita :

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]
• I don’t do any transaction
• I am transcendental Brahman very clear
• What is the benefit
b) Param - Avyakrutam = Maya
c) Avaram - Inferior
d) Chidatmana Syat :
• For chit, Panchami Vibhakti
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•

Maya is inferior to Brahman

•

Brahman is superior to Maya = Para Avaram

•

From Standpoint of which brahman, Param, Avyakrutam Avaram Syat

•

Maya is inferior

e) Drishte :

•

Transcendental Brahman is seen by the Jnani

f) Hridaya Granthi :

•

When brahman is known, the knot of heart

g) Ahamkara Chito :

•

In the Physical heart
Heart

Left Side

Right Side

Fleshy

Spiritual heart

Shankara :
•

Shastra - Mamsa Pinda - Pumping heart

•

Residence, location of mind
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•

Heart

Mind

Golakam, location of mind

Karanam

During deep Sleep, mind is resting in the Heart

Dream :
•

Mind travels through Nadis (Chandogyo, Brihadaranyaka Upanishad)

•

Dream stops, sleep starts - Mind gets back to physical heart through Nadis
Heart
Physical Heart

Jahati Lakshana

- Vachyartha

- Mind located in the heart
- Subtle mind
- Lakshyartha
Mind

Ahamkara - Anatma

Jahati Lakshana

Sukshma Shariram, Anatma

Chit - Atma
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Why Ahamkara is mind?
•

Common man uses ‘I’ for Anatma, Karma Vitpatti
I
Ahamkara I - Aham

Transcendental Brahman = Atma

- Ego I
- Pramata

Sakshi
Shariram Anatma

Sthula

Karana

Sukshma

•

Aham used for I, hence Ahamkara for 3 Sharirams

•

Every living being Mixture of Atma and Anatma
Pure Anatma

Pure Atma

- Inert
- Can’t do any transaction

- Motionless, changeless
- Can’t do any transaction

•

For Jnani - No Delusion, transaction done by Mishram

•

Atma and Anatma - Mixture is there

•

Common man not Aware
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•

Now only we come to Vedanta and Segregate

•

Common man not segregated, has mixed up both

•

This confusion Mixing up = Granthi

•

Atma - Anatma Aviveka Granthi = Knot

•

Non-discrimination between Atma and Anatma = Knot of the heart

Aim of Vedanta :
•

Remove Non-discrimination by discrimination

h) Ahamkara - Chit - Granthi - Vibhidyate :
•

Snapped, Sorted, Separated, distinguished = Benefit No. 1

Gita :

Knowing that, you shall not, O Pandava, again get deluded like this, and by that, you shall see
all beings in your Self, and also in Me. [Chapter 4 – Verse 35]
•

Knot = Mohana, Delusion.
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Revision : Verse 66

i) Chapter 2 - 1st Section and 2nd Section :
Mundak Upanishad - Conveys :

•

Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya, Jivo Braheiva Na paraha

ii) Example :

•

Archery for Sadhana

iii) Now Jnana Phalam : Mundak Upanishad :

The stainless, indivisible Brahman, the pure, the light of all lights, is in the innermost sheath of
the golden hue-the highest. That is what the knowers of the Atman know. [II – II – 9]
iv) Explanation on : Mundak - Chapter 2 - 2 - 9 :

•

Chapter 6 - Verse 66, 67, 68

Chapter 6 - Verse 65 :
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The group of tendencies and the desire embedded in the mind get
destroyed; and doubts (relating to the nature of Brahman) are removed, and
his accumulated merits and demerits (excepting the fructified ones) are
destroyed when Brahman, compared to which the supreme Lord is lower, is
realized. [Chapter 6 - Verse 65]
a) Tasmin Drishte Paravare :
• When Brahman is known, Darshanam takes place, not visually seeing but Aparoksha
Jnanam, direct Perception.
b) Paravaram = Brahman :
• Bahuvrihi Samasa, param Avaram Yasmat Tatu Brahma
• Param = Maya
• Avaram = inferior

•

Brahman is that to which Maya is inferior

•

Brahman = Paramartika Satyam to which Maya - Vyavaharika Satyam is inferior

•

When Brahman Aparoksha jnanam is attained, 3 Results come up.

i) Granthi Bheda

•

Cutting, Snapping of the ignorance Avidya knot
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c) Drishte tasmin Ahamkara Chitoho Granthi :

Connection or Knot between
Ahamkara

Chit

Ego

Chaitanyam, Consciousness

d) Bond is broken Vibhidyate :
•

What is the connection between Ahamkara and Chit.
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Verse 67 :

Maya brings in a firm bond between the mind and the consciousness,
thereby superimposing agency that belongs to mind upon the
consciousness, and the manifestation of consciousness upon the
mind.[Chapter 6 - Verse 67]
a)
Ahamkara
I thought

Meaning of I thought

Vrutti

Object of Vrutti

Thought / Word
- Pot
- Wall
- I - thought - I word

Object
- Pot
- Wall
- Object of Ahamkara vrutti
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Aham
Common man

Atma is there in Anatma

- Anatma = Ahamkara
- Aham = Kriyate

b) Ahamkarasya Katrutvam :
•

Doership of Ahamkara is there

•

All actions are owned by an entity in the Body which is Ahamkara, the Anatma

Pramanam : Gita :

He sees, who sees that all actions are performed by Prakirti alone, and that the self is
actionless. [Chapter 13 - Verse 30]
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-

•

Atma

Anatma

Can’t do any karma
Chit has got consciousness
Atma has Consciousness
Atma doesn’t have doership

- Does all actions
- Anatma has doership but has
no consciousness of its own

We mix both and Exchange the Attributes, it is called Adhyasa
Chiti - Ahamkara Adhyasya
Chit

Ahamkara

Kartrutvam of Ahamkara superimposed
on, Atma, Chaitanyam

Sphurtim Ahamkrutsya Adhyasya

Chiti Atmasya

- Chaitanyam Rupe Atmani
- Atma is transferred
- I alone am, is Chaitanyam, sentience
without action, pure knowledge,
Svarupam, Kutastham

Ahamkarasya

- Consciousness of chit, Atma
- Sphurti light, brightness, illumination,
Consciousness
- Chitaha Sphurtion Atmanaha Sphurtion
- Krutau Adhyasya
- Chit transferred to Ahamkara
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• Ahamkara becomes consciousness as though it has intrinsic consciousness
e) Granthim Kuryat :
• Ahamkara and Chit are bonded together as one inseparable entity
Example :
• Red Colour of flower, transferred to Crystal
• Like that, Action of Ahamkara, transferred to Atma
• Chaitanyam, Awareness of Atma is transferred to Mind
• Mutual transference happens
f) Aham Kritau Adhyasya Granthim Kuryat :
• Knot has been made
g) Because of Maya - ignorance, we mix-up both
h) Tayor oho :
• Between Chit - Atma and Ahamkara, knot tied firmly
• Continues in every Janma
• Not easy bondage
• Not easy to separate
• I am doer, Runner, listener
• Doership is connected to Atma which is not there
• Consciousness is attributed to Anatma which is also not there
• Mutual attribution of attributes is the knot.
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Verse 68 :

When the bond is distintegrated by the knowledge of Brahman no doubts
relating to the nature of Brahman would exist any longer. in the same way,
there will be removal of merits and demerits which have not yet fructified
and which would cause future births. [Chapter 6 - Verse 68]
1st Job :
a) Granthou Vivekena Binnau Sati :
Mere Ahamkara
- Can’t do
- it is jadam

Mere Atma
- Nirvikaram
- Can’t do

I = Mixture of
Atma

Anatma

Real I

Superficial I
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•

Learn to claim - I am the Atma part of Mixture

•

Anatma - Body - Mind is temporarily associated with me

•

It is Mithya, hence can’t belong to me

•

There is a loose connection

•

Receipt Book - Perforation - Available - Together or separate

•

Loosely tied, can be teared up
Anatma

Atma / Consciousness
Satyam :
- Real I
- Brahman

Mithya :
- Body - For only few years
- Mind - For one creation

- Loosely connected
- I am Mixture
• Brahman is not thing to be contacted or experienced
• Brahman is me, myself, Atma, consciousness part of Mixture
Acknowledge :
• Now I am loosely connected with Mithya Body - Mind complex
• Blessed by me, Mithya Body - Mind complex can do many actions
• Anatma borrows existence, consciousness from me
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•

This sorting out from mixture is not physically separating them

•

Cognitive segregation = snapping the knot

Vivekena Granthe Binne :
•

By discrimination the knot is snapped

b) Brahma Samshaya Chidyante :
•

All doubts with regard to Brahman

•

Brahman was different, distant

•

Now Brahman is my own name, Use the name

•

As long as I have connection with Anatma, I am called Jivaha

With Anatma
Owning

Disowning

I am called Jiva

I am called Brahman

• I have no doubt about Brahman because it is one my self
c) Brahma Tatwaga :
• Related to brahma Tatwam
• Chidyante - Doubts Broken to pieces
• All doubts regarding world gone, world is Mithya, clear.
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This is benefit No. 2 :
Benefits of Brahman Vidya
Snapping knot of ignorance about
Brahman

Destruction of doubts related to
brahma Tatvam - Jiva jagat Ishvara

d) Bavi Janma Karma hetu Kshayaha Tatha :
•

Kshaya = Cessation of Karma which are responsible for future birth
3 Karmas
Sanchita

Prarabda

Some part of Agami

- Responsible for future
Janma

- Exhausted here
- Not responsible for future Janma
- Without exhaustion, Body wont
die
- Associated only with current
body

- Responsible for future
Janma
- Some exhausted here

•
•
•

Sanchita and Agami ends for Jnani, net result - No Rebirth for Jnani
His Sukshma Shariram will not travel, it will merge into Ishvara or Hiranyagarbha at
the time of death itself
3 Benefits explained.
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Verse 69 : Important

That which is always manifest in the mind inside the heart of every being is
free from agency. etc. (Subhram). it is the manifesting factor of all the
luminaries and it must be realized by those who are desirous of release.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 69]

Mundak Upanishad :

There the sun does not shine, nor the moon nor the stars; these lightnings also do not shine –
how then (can) this earthly fire? Verily, everything shines after Him reflecting His glory. This
whole world is illumined with His light. [II – II – 10]
What is brahman?

a) Yathu praninam Hrid Koshe Adi :
•

Hrid kosha = Manomaya, Vijnanamaya Kosha

•

In the Hridaya kosha what shines all the time, in the form of Chaitanyam.
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b) Sada Bhati :
•

In the form of I am - I am…

Dakshinamurthy Stotram :

He, who, through the auspicious sign of knowledge (jnana-mudra), reveals to his devotees His
own Self—which persists in all stages of age (childhood, boyhood, youth and old age), in all
states (waking, dreaming and deep-sleep) and in all other conditions—and who constantly
manifests Himself inwardly as “I”… to Him, the divine teacher, Sri Daksinamurty is the
prostration. [Verse 7]
•

Whether I am child, boy, youth, old… “I am“ - Invariably continues… Yesterday…
today… continues

•

High frequency in youth - Lower in old age

•

I am, continues

•

Pitch changes with shivering voice

•

I am = Continuous consciousness, eka Atma Pratyaya Saram = Brahman.
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c) Yathu Ananda Rupam Bhavati :

•

Whose nature is happiness

•

It does not appear in the mind all the time

•

For its reflection, ideal condition is required

•

It manifests in the form of experience now and then

•

Original Brahman = Ananda Svarupa

Mundak Upanishad :

When He is seen both in the higher and the lower, the knots of his heart becomes untied; all
doubts are dispelled; and all his Karma-s is consumed. [II – II – 8]
d) Tatu Shubram :

•

Brahman is pure being Asanga, connectionless, relationless with regard to any object
not contaminated

•

Even though Atma pervades all objects

Example :

•

Space - Pervades, remains untouched, ever pure

•

Shubram means ever Shuddham.
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e) Jyotisham Jyotihi :
•

Light of all lights

•

The ultimate Light = Brahman

•

Brahman is that which always shines in the heart of all, which is of the nature of
happiness, which is pure and which is light of all lights

f) Tatu Brahman

g) Tatu Mumukshubihi Drashtavyam :
•

If you are a seeker of truth, you must know Brahman

•

Brahma Jnanam alone can give liberation, not Nama Sankeertanam

Anti Vedic :
•

Nama Sankeertnam purifies mind, and then come to Brahma Jnanam

•

By Mumukshus - Brahman should be seen (Aparoksha Jnanam)

•

Aparoksha Jnanam = Claiming I the subject am Brahman = Brahma Darshanam.
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Verse 70 : Important

The sun and the other luminaries which manifest (the objects of the world)
are not capable of manifesting it (namely, Brahman). When it manifests of its
own accord, everything else manifests following its manifestation.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 70]
Mundak Upanishad :

Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back,
on the right, on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]

•

Aarathi Chanting

•

Occurs in Katho and Mundak Upanishad

Explanation of :
•

Jyotisham Jyotihi (Chapter 2 - 2 - 9)
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Mundak Upanishad :

The stainless, indivisible Brahman, the pure, the light of all lights, is in the innermost sheath of
the golden hue-the highest. That is what the knowers of the Atman know. [II – II – 9]
Lights in the world - illuminators
Sense organs

Chandra

Tarakam

Vidyut

Eye - Colour and
form, Ear = Sound

Moon

Stars

Lightening

Mind

Agni

Reveals

Fire

•

illumines means reveals the sense object

What is greatness of Atma?
i) All the other lights illumine only the Anatma :

•

Can't illumine Atma
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ii) Others can become illuminator :
•

Sun, moon, sense organs, mind can do job of illumination

•

Only blessed by Atma the ultimate light

•

If I am inert body, in whom the consciousness is not manifest

•

I am inert one like sun

•

During day time also - Sun can't illumine anything

•

Moon, brain useless

•

All can do job of illumination only when Atma is present

•

Minus consciousness all lights are irrelevant and worthless

•

Therefore, they can't illumine the Atma, they can illumine everything else, only if
Atma is present.

a) Surya Adaya :
•

Sun, moon, star, lightening, fire

b) Bhasaka Api :
•

Are known as great illuminators

•

illumine many things

•

What is their limitation?
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c) Tatu Bhasayithum Akshama :
• Akshamaha - All lights are incapable, incompetent
• Tatu Bhasayitum, to illumine the Atma
• Tatu = Jyotisham Jyoti, ultimate light - On the other hand
d) Tasmin Adau Bhasamane :
• Being self revealing consciousness is present, then
e) Tad Bhasakilam Bhasate :
• Because of light of consciousness, they are illumined
• Sun is illumined by Atma
• Earth is illumined by sun
• Sun illumined by eyes
• For blind person, sun does not exist, it cannot illumine others also
• Sun and others are illumined by the eyes
• Eyes are illumined by the mind
Drk Drishya Viveka :

The eye is the seer, and form (and colour) the seen. That (eye) is the seen and the mind is (its)
seer. The witness alone is the Seer of thoughts in the mind and never the seen. [Verse 1] 378

• If mind is elsewhere, eyes have only blank look, open, but doesn’t perceive
• Eyes perceive only when light called mind is there
• World, Sun, eyes, Mind, illumined by Atma
Mind not effulgent :
• Mind, Brain, inert, made of Pancha Butas, for me mind is self evident, Shining all the
time
• Mind is Self effulgent Now not naturally self-effulgent
• Mind is effulgent because of permanent association with Chidabhasa
• Mind is seemingly self effulgent
• Chidabhasa given by Atma which is actually self - Effulgent
• In the presence of the Atma, the mind is seemingly self Effulgent with the borrowed
Chidabhasa
Bottomline :
• Atma alone illumines everything and helps them to illumine others
• By light of Consciousness, everything is revealed, evident
This is extract of :
• Na Tatra Surya Bhati…
• Deity = Atma = Brahman
• Brahman reveals Karpooram Jyoti - Camphor light
• With small flame, we want to illumine the Lord there.
• You are trying to illumine Brahman with Camphor light, it is your foolishness.
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•

Camphor light itself is illumined because of that Brahman which is the consciousness
Principle in you
Kaivalyo Upanishad :

In me alone everything is born ; in me alone does everything exist and in me alone gets
everything dissolved. I am That non-dual Brahman. [Verse 19]
•

From that consciousness world rises, remains, resolves

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Om. Janaka, Emperor of Videha, performed a sacrifice in which gifts were freely distributed. Vedic scholars
from Kuru and Pañcāla were assembled there. Emperor Janaka of Videha had a desire to know, ‘Which is
the most erudite of these Vedic scholars?’ He had a thousand cows confined in a pen, and on the horns of
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each cow were fixed ten Pādas (of gold). [3 - 1 - 1]

